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By Cindy Schwartz 
... . 
researchin.g ·methods:' of 
community spirit within his 
Can temporary cohabitation . dorm, such as getting to know 
in an Ithaca College dorm the people in the dorm better. 
roommates for a week, to begin 
on Sunday, November 3. The 
lottery was· random, ·except for 
the student's . preference in 
wanting a male, female, or either 
(no difference) roommate. Also, 
the students could not stay on 
the same wing, or with the same 
person. For both the malesand 
females, the preferences for the 
realm of dormitory living 
beyond the limited facet-of a 
dorm solely as a place to live. 
rather the work of interested 
.students deciding on their own 
as to their individual living 
arrangements. Therefore 
Landon Hall was not looking fo; 
administrative reaction to their 
program. ~ 
Concensus Positive 
- justifiably be compared to a His plan, introduced at a weekly 
Harrad-type experiment? The. dorm meeting iour weeks ago 'is 
experiment in Land6n Hall was known as SWAP, which stands 
started as an attempt on the part for Switch With Another Person. 
'of forty students to get to know Anton feels that "It is ·a: gq_9d 
each other better. It has turned - way for two wings to · get 
into. an exaggerated __ . and together to know each other. By 
mfsrepresented story- that has .. switching roommates, we'd get 
riled- up the ad111inistration and . to know each other better." 
_ opposite sex.or no difference ran 
close to fifty percent for both. 
Anton's reason in starting this 
temporary experiment was for 
the purpose of the people inside 
the dorm to know what's going 
on. "We feel this is one of the 
·best ways to get people aware of 
others. Every other person not 
invdlved is aware of the new 
people they are living with in the 
wing. The effect is widespread 
beyond those directly involved,'' 
Anton stated. 
The general concensus by 
those students involved 
concerning the first week's 
SW AP plan was positive, and last 
Sunday fifty interested students 
once again met to . select 
roommates for a week through a 
lottery system. 
has even received attention from News_ of · his- plan spread-
national news services. thoughout the dorm by way of 
L a n d on ·Ha 11, the the· dorm newspaper and by 
Living-Learning...doon was ..in the y,,ord-of,mouth.- The feedback 
midst .. Q_f trying an experimentin . and- ·gener!11._react!9n by dqrm 
dorm living. Dave Anton, a Quad membeis. seemed positive, . and 
Advisor in the basement of that last week the plan was enacted. 
dorm ·was interested in On Halloween night; the 
dorm had a costume party, and 
the forty stude~ts, · being the 
twenty four male and sixteen 
females interested in the swap 
chose . in a lottery for. new 
I 
Drawbacks Evident 
There - were original and 
evident drawbacks involved in 
this experiment, such as the fact 
that both roommates had to 
agree together to ~ither be 
involved or not, and also that if 
a commitment was made, it had 
to be st~ck with for the entire 
week. 
Dave Anton sees this 
experimental opportunity in 
living a way of expanding the 
SW AP was not started as a 
point of reference for the whole 
campus, nor as a spark to get 
other students involved. It was 
started as a temporary exchange 
or roommates, felt to be within 
the scope of the Living-Leaming 
dorm. For that reason, this 
program was not considered a 




By this point, the 
administration was aware of the 
) 
Landon Hall experiment, as the 
, parent of a male student 
! involved had called up ,Dean 
/ Brown lo complain of the 
' Life) lo a dorm meeting in 
Landon Hall with the orders I C -a 1 , ·1~I~~f:f:::fJ?~i,;~] 
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Campus Affairs) to terminate 
the SWAP program. Anton felt 
he was forced out of the picture, 
. due to threats made concerning 
his quad advisor's ·position 
pbssibly being at stake. 
~-
Residents Meet Bombers "Win .Lambert Bowl 
. - . . , ... . . Landon's residents involved 
; .... ~ -.' ~·: .. f ··::._:'· '~ -·- . :_,.... ..--
the coilege;~ i~otb~i ,program .. toti,tl points on th~ year, topping 
was reinstated in I 968. ·.iast year's record performance of 
,:. · -in. SW AP had an organizational 
yards on the ground in the drive. ·meeting last Thursday the 
By Dave Rives 
· -«haca College rolled up 564· 
yards . in total offense; and 
cruised to its. ninth victory . of 
the. season in roqting t11e RIT 
Tigers 68-17 up in Rochester. 
The ga!Jle iqcluded seyeral 254 points. · 
more smashed Bomber records, 
something that has been 
happening a lot this fall. Ithaca 
has broken no fewer than 55 
records during the course of the 
1974 campaign. 
IC's offense also seemed to be·· outcome being that SW-A'P was 
tight, as the Tigers held them an individual program and the 
without a first down during their decision to terminate it or not 
Fullback Dave Remick 
became the first IC rusher to 
gain over l ,Oo·o yards in one 
season. Remick, who carried the 
ball l O times for l 02 yards on 
Scored With Each Ball 
The Bombers scored nearly 
every time they had the ball, 
including a 3 5 point second 
quarter outburst that gave IC a 
42-3 half-time advantage. But it 
was · RIT who surprisingly drew 
first blood on a_ 21 yafd field 
goal by kicker John Backus. 
first two offensiye series. was an individual decision. 
The Bombers finally got When questioned about the 
The win gave- the Bombers 
the second -perfect season in 
their· history. Tile first one came 
back in 1965 when they went 
·s-o under the.guidance of then 
head c;oach, Di(?k Lyons. This 
year's 9-0 mark gave current 
-·head coach Jim Butterfield his 
first perfect season as a. coach. 
-Saturday, ended the .regular, 
season with 1,010 yards. 
The Bombers also smashed 
After taking the opening 
kick-off, the Tigers drove all the 
way to Ithaca's five yard line: 
,: untracked midway· in the first reasons for terminating the 
period: Quarterback J°erry Boyes experiment; the College and 
went to the air after seeing his i Housing speakers, including Don 
ground game halted. Boyes Runyon, M.B. Jones, and Gus 
moved his offense 54 yards in Perialas seemed to stick with the 
six plays, capping the drive with 1general statement of "No 
a 14 yard scoring strike to his ; comment". Anton, speaking on 
tight end J.B. Little. Bud l his impression of why the school 
Markowick kicked his first of felt the necessity to terminate 
five extra points to make- it 7-3, the program deals with several 
and the ·Bombers went to work factors. Firstly, he believes that 
from trrere. the school is worried about the 
Clinched Lambert Bowl 
· their single game scotjng rriark of 
58 points, set back in · 1959 
against Brandeis in a S8-8 
ttj.umph. IC ended up with 394 
The Tigers called upon th:; 
strong running of running back 
John Humphrey, who set up 
Backus' three-pointer, gaining 64 
Following the kick-off, Tech possible psychological problems 
moved to the IC 38 before .that might result from changing 
(continue on page si':teen) roommates. Using the Judicial 
(continued on page ,..,,-e/ve) The victory also clinched the Lambert -Bowl for -IC. Coach 
Lyons undefeated 1965 squad 
finished third in the race for that 
trophy,· the symbol of · NCAA 
· Division 111· supremacy. By 
- rolling up 68 points, the 
Ithacans increased their chances 
for an appearance in the Division 
Ill eastern s_emi-final J:>owl game 
leading . to_ the championship 
IC se,niors premiere p lay 
By Cathy Lynch 
game, the . All?nzo· Sta~ B~wl, ·"It all started at an historical 
to be. played m. Phonemx City, . antique · show where the ideas 
Alabama on Dec. 7. · t · t " th 
A I 'd d th f. 1 go pu on paper, so say e s.- ops1 e as e ma score 
was, Butterfi~ld was not trying 
to run it up. 
"I never· expected- to beat 
them. by that margin," 
commented the happy coach in· 
his office the .Monday after the 
giJ,m~; "But- they _had ~-geared 
their defense to· shut off our ~--
running game, and forc!=d us to . 
go to ·the air m_ore. Our passing ,-·, 
--sj.mply put more than enough_ · 
po~ntsor,tthe·board." · · 
Took Advantage-of Mistakes 
two authors of Foxcodd, a kind we've written," they 
two-act play currently being inform us. "It's based on the life 
presented this week in the Main history of a boiled egg," Ted 
Theatre. The playwrights are says, smiling mysteriously. "But 
Ted Enik and Kip Rosser,- two th,at's subtext," Kip elucidates. 
·senior Drama majors who ha\'.e And then they both laugh. 
been writing plays together since Judging, from their manner, we 
the ~ighth grade. They get their get the point that the show is 
ideas any number of ways, there to have fun with. 
apparently, going as far as How do the playwrights feel 
spitting ginger ale back into a about other people handling 
glass while picking out wierd their show? "It's still our play,'' 
names-from the telephone book. Ted remarks, "but we were 
. There's no telling. But the germs resolved to see if it could stand 
o( though· for Foxcodd have on. its own." His co-wor!;er 
been floating around for quite a agrees. "We didn't want to come 
· . wnile, evidence_d by the fact that running in to rehearsals and start 
it took a year and a half to get - dictating how it should go." Kip 
through the script and then goes on to say, "When we first 
what the author's "thought they 
put down." 
Enik and Rosser both felt 
that it was their place only to 
niake suggestions, which were 
.(continued on page six) 
another -year of rewriting .. Last saw it, it was like a half-done 
:- ··January; faculty 'member Jim omelet. The images were there, .. 
: .. Lauricelh\ · offered his·services as. but not cleanly." Three sessions 
.. 'director .. and. the idea ·proving with the director clarified things 
. aniett'able·tc;, the department, the with everybody and it. is .now 
- show was slated for _production'. thought that_J_he best version is 
The firtal'scripfwas·~eted someplace between the 
at'the end-of this surntner. director's 
. :·it's the first show. of it's. interpretation and 
Photo by gan 'AN"5 
Ted Enik ' 
I 
!: 
around the worlcl 
SWEDEN ENDS VOLVO ASSEMBLY LINE 
~ The problem· of building cars on an assembly line has been 
recognized and remedied in Sweden where a new system of Volvo 
constructio~ is underway. In the new plan, which was begun in 
1972, the cars are moved on large dollies, rather than on a conveyor 
belt, and can be worked on by several employees at once. The, 
factory is broken down into different sections and creates a 
"workshop" atmosphere. Each employee is able to perform many. 
different jobs instead of one, boring, tedious function eight hours a 
day. According to Pehr G. Gyllenhammar, managing director of 
Volvo, the new system's function is to "Produce a factory which 
provides the possibility for the employees to work in groups, to 
carry out job rotation, to vary their rate of work, feel identification 
with the products, to be aware of quality, and also be in a position 
to influence their working environment." However, there is one 
small flaw in the experiment: the new group-built Vo!vos are going 
to cost more. 
MANOEUVRES IN DETENTE 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is planning a. four-day trip to 
Peking 'to consult with the leaders there. He will leave on November 
25, one day after the end of President Ford's scheduled talks with 
Leonid I. Brezhnev. Mr. Kissinger's involvement with the Chinese 
began in 1971 in secret and ha'!i now moved toward more open, 
friendly relations. The talks are obviously being used to convince the 
Chinese that we are not acting against their i{lterests by 
simult:!neously visiting Russia. Mr. Kissinger is expected to confer 
with Deputy Premier Teng Hsiao-Pjng, the apparent replacement for 
the now-seriously !II Chou En-l~i. 
WORLD IS STARVING 
The World Food Conference which is now meeting in Rome has 
_just established that widespread famine can only be avoided if the 
United States contributes half of the additional food supplies 
needed. The United Nations Food and Agriculture organization has 
determined that the world will need an additional 8 million to I 0 
million tons of food and that four to five million will bave to come 
from the United States. Bangledesh, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and 
Indonesia, were planning to call for grants totalling 10 million tons 
due to the emergency conditions in those countries. Of the needed 
food one World Food Conference official stated: "It has- to come 
from the United States-nobody else has it." 
\around_ .th• nation 
ROCKEFELLER'S CONFIRMATION 
Many Republican leaders feel that Nelso·n Rockefeller has a high 
hurdle to clear before he can be confirmed as the Vice President. Mr. 
Rockefeller and his supporters must contend with the Democrats 
and "conservative" Republicans who believe that if President Ford 
should step aside in I 'J76. Mr. Rockefeller would·'have an easy time 
of gaining the Republican presidential nomination. However, on the 
final outcome one expenenced legislator stated: "Rockefeller 
ultimately will he conf,rmed--hut only after a bruising battle."· 
WIN WITH PRESIDENT FORD 
President Ford's Citizens Action Committee to Fight Inflation, 
continued this week to come up with more national anti-inflationary 
ideas aimed at the grass-root level The newest program calls on 
business people. consumers and workers to sign pledges which state 
that they will fight inflation and save energy in their everyday 
actions_ Representative groups with the most dedication will be 
presented with Presidential WIN (Whip Inflation Now) flags. 
However. if the nation fails to respond effectively to the President's 
request, the President warned that_ mandatory price and wage 
controls would "almost inevitably" follow. 
CAMPAIGN SPENDING 
Today there 1s much controversy over h,ow much money a 
candidate should spend on his campaign. But even with the current 
trend toward reform, the big spenders won by a substantial margin 
the recent Congressional race. The winners in the Senatorial race 
spent 14.3 million d-ollars. while the losers invested only 6.3 million 
dollars. Out of the 34 Senate races._ 32 were won by the candidate 
who spent the most. Also. the Democrats seemed to spend ·much 
more than the G.O.P. candidates. The outcome in the House was 
similar to that of the Senatorial race. 
GASOLINE AT $1 Pl;:R GALLON? 
Sixty--five per-cent of the people interviewed in the nationwide 
Sindlinger poll say they would pay as much as $ I a gallon for 
gasoline in order to help the United ~tates develop its own energy 
tesources. Right now the United States is vulnerable to the oil-rich 
Mid--eastem countries. The poll also indicated that sixteen per-cent 
of those polled are in favor of seizing Mideast oil by force if 
necessary. Last winter the figure was only six per-cent. 
FILM-IN 
The next and last Film-In in·the Department of C'inema Studies 
and Photography of the fall semester will be Th~rsday, Nov. 14 at 9 
P.M. on the Sound Stage grouncl level Dillingham' Center. 
This is your opportunity to show work in progress or finished 
work, still or motion. Sign up on CS/P bulletin boa'rd. 
.-:i- ,,., \ 1· 
-cou-ri-.. cil o·wrusses· -- ;Futu·r e 
- By.Bear Grohman . , to_b~ partic~lar problem.~ Instead They are considerihg a 
. of immediate revocation of suggestion that all residents 
C~airman of_ the Budget campus driving privileges as the determine a policy for regulating 
Planning Committee, Provost rule now stands, a first offense noise, thus the residents solving ~ 
Frank Dan:ow,,gave a report of _will "result in limited driving the problem themselves. It was. 
the Com':mttee s p~ogress _at the privileges, a standard- $2S-,fine, reported the Health Center feels 
Commum~ Council meeting on and parking only in the 'S' lot. many. are using its facilities as a 
Thursday mght. Violation of this agreement or _a sanctuary and tlie Crisis Center 
In a . memoran.dum to the second offense will result in has noticed an ~ in its use 
Co_mmumty Counc~ Mr. Darrow immediate revocation of campus also. 
pointed out-,th!t 1f al~ College driving privileges for one Chairman of the Presidential 
programs rem~n _ static there calendar year. Search c·ommittee, Frank 
~ould be_ an estimated $500,000 On December 2 persons who Falcone, stated the Committee 
increase_ in t~e expense ~udget have lost their driving privileges has received about 200 names , 
due to _inflation. Also every 1% for fire lane Violations this and has begun the first' round of 
salary increase for the College school year will be given special · M Fal "d h 
costs $ l 00,000 in additional decals and be able to park in the screentmg. r. "bl codnel sai e si~ 
D . . expec s a poss1 e e ay over expense. arrow said 1f the 'S' lot Ch · t -th c 'tt 
. . . · ns mas as e ommi ee 
Colle~e ~oes. nothing different Ammendments to the does not wfsh to brintt 
than 1t did_ this ye)lr the expense Judicial Code concerning candidates on-campus when it is 
b~d~et will go up over $1 residence hall regulations, fro~ not in session. _ -
m1l~on. Judicial Administrator, William Provost Frank Darrow agreed 
o m~et _t~ese expenses Bergmark, we~e also pa~sed by. with student c O ngress 
Darrow said tu1tio~ and board the Community Council. ~he Representative, Sham Haas, of 
w~~ld h~ve to b~ increased. If ammendments, under _s~ction the inadequacy of the process of 
tuition 1s not increa~ed the 2.3~3 (College _Initiat,ed preregistration· as expressed b 
money must be found m oth~r Changes), are for ,the increase of ma~y members of the- ~olleg~ 
places. In order to do this, occupancy or reassignment and community. Darrow stated that 
services would have to be the ~rocedures for removal from the College was waiting for its 
reduced. a residence hall. , new Registrar and did not wish 
Darrow said in the next few In esse~ce the amm~ndments to change things until the 
weeks the Budget Planning stat~ the_ nght _of the Director of Registrar arrives. Darrow said 
Committee will have to come to Residential Life. to_ remove a anyone with ideas should submit 
grips with several problems in student from a residence hall. them to him. 
the beginning stages of planning His action must be reviewed by ~.;.....~-----------
for next years budget and, "This the Campus Judicial Board 
is the time to make yom within 5 days. It will then be 
viewpoints. known to any decided ultimately if the student 
Committee members". must live off-campus and if not, 
Committee members are; whether the action of the 
Vice President for Business and Director of Residential Life -was 
Finance, Paul 'Farinella; Vice reasonable. This will determine 
President for Student and whether the student must be 
Campus Affairs, Gus Perialas; reimbursed by the Director for 
Dale Austin, Data P(ocessing expenses incurred - during the 
Dept.; Executive Secretary to period between his removal and 
the Vice President for Student the hearing. 
'and Campus Affairs, Linda The Community Council, 
Birk amp er; Barry Sheridan, chaired ·by Vice Chairman Dave 
Budget Director; Richard Lord~ .heard reports from the 
I<:endall, Assistant Professor of Bi-Centennial Committee, the 
Business- Administration; Tcim- Presidential Search Committee, 
Longin, Assistant Professor oF·and the· Task Force on Dorm 
History; 'and students Bill Noise. ' 
Shayne-and Josh Leonard. The Bi-Centennial Committee 
A resolution to change report was given by Committee 
Traffic Rules and Regulations member Ron Regal who said 
concerning parking in a critical Ithaca College will plan to 
area was presented by Traffic concentrate on the 19th 
Pcj)jcy Committee Chairman J. Century. 
Fred Pritt, and passed. The new Co-Chairman of the Task 
policy. effective December 3, Force on Dorm Noise, John 
opts for a milder penalty for Ryan, said his committee hopes 
driving in, blocking, parking in to come up with some general 
or standing in a fire lane. Pritt strategies for dealing with the 
said the Committee found this underlying causes of dorm noise. 
Trustee 
Position 
By Mark Engstrom 
Tuesday December l O is the 
date set for the election of one 
of the two student 
representatives to the Board of 
Trustees. At stake is a two and a 
ha:lf year -term on -the schools 
highest governing body. ,, 
The term of Carla Williams 
expires at the end of the 
semester when she . will be 
graduating. 
Andy Telsey, President of 
Stu dent Congress, expressed 
hope that this election would be 
open to the entire student body. 
In the past the student trustees 
had been elected only. by 
Student CQngiess. 
Nominations for the position 
may be submitted to the 
Student Government office 
starting this Monday, and 
continuing throughout the week. 
J.C. Gets Kod(l,k Grant 
Ithaca College has received Ithaca College is among 133 Alumni of i tliaca College 
$ 1 4,500 in grants under four-year privately supported responsible for this year's direct 
Eastman Kodak Company's. colleges- and universities grant are Roger B. Gulka ('69) 
1974 Educational Aid ~rogram, receiving unrestricted direct of Elmira am:! Carolyn F. Hahn 
President Ellis L. Phillips Jr. grants totaling $753,000 from ('70) of Rochester. 
announced last week. Kodak this y~ar. The grants are , In a letter to President 
Kodak's financial support based on the number of Phillips; Vice President Fred,eric 
includes a special grant of graduates from the institution S. Welsh of Kodak stated, "We 
$ I (?,000 to be used for the who joined Kodak within five a re gr a t e fu l for' the 
proposed Campus Center, years after graduation and are well-educated men and women 
construction of which may begin currently in- their fifth year of who have contributed so much 
in the late spring of -1975, employment. Kodak contributes to our company's success which 
Phillips said. the direct grant of $750 for each year completed at makes this annual financial 
$4,500. will be used for current the College. investment possible." · 
operatmg expenses. · 
Ithacan Needs You 
The Ithacan will be expanding publication g:n:rally helpful and frien'dly· ~eople. We ar,e 
starting in January. 1974. We will be distributing ~lbng,and ·more t~~n ready to tra1;11 a~yone who_ s 
downtown and in Colle-getown and throughout the mt~r~ted ... All pos1hons(exce;Pted1toraal) are paid 
town o~ It~aca. On a preliminary trial ;basis, positions. Photogra~hers rec~1ve f~e film and use 
enough interest was exhibited by storekeepers and of tbe d~rkroorn, with t~e shpula~1on that almost 
the public in general to watrarit this e,cpansion all t~e p~cture~ takfn with our film are ones that 
move , __ . . . we wdl u~e for publii;ation. 
W~ need your help. We·wiil, according to the We ·need' people willing' to wprk during the 
size_ .,f ·our staff, be extensively covering campus week - for. ~ ho1:1r or two and Tuesday , and , 
events before and after- th'ey occur, as well as. ~ednesday '?eights_ for a couple hours .. If you are 
several downtown events that would affect, the interested_,,~~~ .. us a call at 274-3207 or call Leah 
College community. . _ . - · - '. ' . Fackos at 177-0~08 or Andl;'_ Friedman at 
We're going to need typists. machine operatotS, 277-3497'. o~centrex_'.87.__ _ . 
proof-readers, _production help, layout pe.ople, a~ , -- -~er~ . WIU- be . a_ general·: get-tog~ther and 
salesmen, photographers, artists,':-ente~ment . in_ f Pn.n_a! . i p s !ruction_·· __ period Tues~ay arid· 
writers (record, play, ,movie - and· concert"·~ednesday e~eruif~~ Nov:.,19,~d·20~0.P.M .. 
reviewers), news-writers, sports-writers, and just i~-our offices; basem_ent .~nd(>Jl,H~.-(D.orm 6), 
: p~rking lofsi4e facing the P.tden .apaftmepts: 
\ 
• •• :" .("'I' 
' "'~ •;:~~~~~~~~}~~:,•(. __-;,: .5::.~,~~ii,~:~1\•,;:1:-;.':a,•:::: ~:r.;, . ' . - ·~.. . .. ,: 
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. C onu11uniC8tions- -, Off e.rs 
' ' Graduate Degree 
By ~eri Karp and the separation of the Communications Dept.- from the 
films and other media; and a 
study in the rapidly changing 
media technology for teacher 
education, in-service education, 
continuing education and 
industry personnel. 
T h S h 1 f Liberal Arts program into our e . C O O O • .-· c · - · . f'" . own profess1onahsm. The 
ommumcat~ons is o ~ex:ing a maturing of our undergraduate 
master of scten~e degree in the students was also neccessary. A 
newly es~ablished Gra_duate second vital element was the 
School_ 1!1 ~ducat1onal need for industrial media 
~omrnurucat1~ns. ~thaca College_ specialists to come into focus.' 
1s one of the first, 1f not the_ fir~t The faculty involved in this !~ _offer a_ m~ters prtgram "; program agree· that requisites for 
T t . ~riv: ~ ~e~alio~ ~ a person hoping to become a 
Pre ;v1\ 1.0 ~ n us n e a professional media expert 
~ essiona m. . include familiarity with radio, 
Among those expected to 
en roll in the program are 
students planning careers as 
media consultants, certified 
teachers seeking to augment 
their lectures with media 
presentations and others seeking 
personal fulfillment. A total of 
12-1 S full-time and part-time 
students will be accepted forthe 
fall semester. 
Dr. Ronald Nicoson, who has television, film and vicJeotape 
been on the fac~ty- of . the techniques. The first year 
Sch~ol ?f Comn;iurucations sin~e faculty teaching in the new 
1966, 1s ~onfident ~hat this program appointed by Dr. 
program will offer interested Nicoson will be comprised of: 
students a chance to expand D K es hi"sh.oglou Dr. 
Encourages Application 
th . k 1 d d ean . ' 
· eir __ now e ge an_ McConkey,Dr.Klinge,Dr.Dyer 
Dr. Nicoson encourages 
"exceptional students" 
interested in communications to 
apply. His own extensive 
experience and expertise in 
media has given reason for his 
appointed chairmanship to this 
new program of study. Dr. 
Nicoson ,got his undergraduate 
degree in speech at Alma College 
in Michigan, his master's degree 
in communication from 
Michigan State University and 
his doctor of education degree in 
speech/communications from 
Penn State. 
oppo!turn:ties to e~ter this plus one other faculty member 
lu~rative fJeld. According to Dr. to be ap ointed in the near 
Nicoson, "In 1973 alone, more f t p 
1 . . . u ure. te ev1s1on programming was 
produced by business, 
government and non-profit 
.. 
30 Credits & Thesis 
organizations for private A one year study of 30 
communications purposes than credits and a thesis will be the 
was carried in prime time by all f th · ul It will 
thr . t 1 . . t .k essence o e cumc um. ee maJor e ev1s1on ne wor s . 1 d d d th d combined." There is a growing inc_u e a v~~c7 eory .an 
d d f d. "ali ts design for uhhzing programmed eman or me 1a spec1 s . . . k · f 
M di d · · t t t . 1 instruction; pac agmg o e a a m1ms ra ors, ma ena . . t · 1 · 
· d" t ·n t · t· al tra1n1ng ma ena s usrng coor 1na ors, 1 s rue 10n . . gl 
technology directors, videocassettes; sine-concept 
communication consultants and 
media and message designers are 
among the jobs available. "The 
number of comp·anies 
incorporating in-house media 
administrators is increasing," 
said Dr. Nicoson ... The new 
degree program was established 
as an answer to that need. 
Why It Took So Long 
G"IAC For You 
By Flo Carlin programs for the young ladies of 
the center (i.e. the basketball 
Many people on campus have team). Right now she and I are 
asked me wh'at GIAC is. Well planning a trip for the girls to go 
here it goes: · Greater Ithaca to. NYC for a weekend. Alfonso 
Questioned as to why it took Activities Center (272-3622) and Quinones programs physical 
so long until a grad school was it is just _that - an activity and,. educational activities primarily 
developed in the communica- - community center f~r the f ~ r young men . and kee~s 
tions field Dr. Nicoson said that people of the commuruty. We things together at night. He 1s 
'l>riorities first had to be met. have children's programs assisted by Audrey Briggs and 
:'First there had to be the new Monday-Friday from 3:00-5:00. Jeff Lovett. The clerical staff is 
Performing Arts Building These include horsebackriding~ headed by Carol Wilson and she 
(1968), then the influx of new karate, a~ts and cra~ts,.is assisted by Cynthia Hill and 
equipment (starting -ir. 1969) wo_odwor~mg, tr~mpohne .-Annie Lovett. . 
Education 
to- ·continue 
By Cathy Doyle 
sessions,. hikes and little field Our fearless leader and boss is 
trips (i.e. the Johnson Museum), Dennis Byron, director of GIAC. 
theatre arts and general fun in we rent rooms to all 
the recreation room, gym and organizations for various 
playground. The Cfilldren's meetings. -
program co-ordinator is Karen Since we all go to school here 
Stocker, arts and crafts is (to some extent, at least), it's 
co-ordinated by Amy Davis, nice to know that there is a 
woodworking by Penny Nichols place in Ithaca that we as 
and Theatre Arts by myself. students, friends, staff and 
Now all of you out in Ithaca facufty can make use of for 
College Land may not think or_ recreational purposes. So if 
feel children's programs are for you're severely sick of academic, 
you, but we always need economic, social and political 
volunteers (and think of that IC B.S. (nonsense), pre-register (I 
credif,you g~t - I do!) in all hate to reminciyou but it is that 
fields and we are always open· to time) for one of GIAC's courses 
new ideas. Marty Siegel is (VERY LOW cost) or volunteer 
volunteer co-ordinator. your services. The Greater Ithaca 
GIAC also has evening adult Activities Center is located at 
programs (that's us kids) which 318 N. Albany St. (and Court 
include crafts, karate, dance and St.) and we can be reached at 
other fun recreational activities. 272-3622; from 9-5 and 7-1 O! ! 
Audrey Cooper programs these It's a fun place to work and 
courses (and does other beneficial to not only you, .but 
pro·gramming which I'm getting- to those people that you are 
to). Phyllis Bryant organizes working with! 
College B is a group that. is 
(or was) concerned with new 
approaches to education. 
Specifically, a non-traditional 
education that is geared to 
student involvement. It puts 
emphasis on . the. process of 
education and is less structu_!'ed 
than ·traditional forms. However, 
College B is dead. At .it's last 
meeting the members decided to 
send it to it's grave because it 
was not. realistic at this !time to 
fo~·.aliy,ne~ college or redefine-~ action-research team. The team 
the curriculumn. They left . as should then report to the 
their epitaph the following Committee and the faculty their 
questions: What c_onstitutes, finding. Such was the will of the 
interdisciplinary stud1e~? Why · · deceased College B. 
interdisciplinary -studies1 How 
curious and motivated students. 
These students benefit internally 
from .gaining a greater 
perspective of the world. 
Members also discussed the 
traditional aspects of education 
tliat support discipline, integrity 
and high -academic standards. 
They expressed their feelings 
that these were positive virtues 
rather than unflexible ideals. 
College A definately is still 
showing. sounds of life thou~ 
who knows how soon it will be 
before. they follow their 
cciunterpart to the graV(?. 
can . we defme ·experiential 
·1earning? WI!at is student 
centered teaching? What should · 
first year students learn? What 
. do they learn? 
College B;-"()n -it's· de~th bed, 
College A. is- still alive_ and 
functioning.· TheY'-apend their 
ljfe reviewing aspects of 
·traditional education. At the last 
meeting on October 28th the 
group discussed certain 
.. characteristics of the. traditional 
liberal· education;. T}lrough this 
. -view the importance· of a full 
understanding· of humanities and 
sciences was "felt. Programs that 
e~hasize this, -h~pe to :attract 
• requested that· these questions 
be disciisse'd by the Committee 
on' Change in Liberal Educaiion.' 
. . TheY': ·abo:-~asked .. tbatt an :OP!m. 
· -· · .. -discussfon·· on ·a· -gi.ven topic :be· 
: .. _ :'. · ,-.... ·,tanb.w~~by'tlie· romiati9nofan 
_/:¢t~,tik}).(_t{::~/\~::,./T_)i.;-::: . ~ .· :_· .:.--;-· . 
• 
11ie 'ltltac~, Nbveriib~r-14, ,11974!:Pagi{3 
_,....,----,_ •, .. '; 
around the 
COUNTY VOLUNTEER NEEDS 
\ 
Ithaca High School Needs: Vo(~nteers to man Drop-in Tutoring 
Center for any time-period from 9 A.M. to Noon on any school day. 
Please call LC. Community Service or Voluntary Action Center for 
a ppoin tmen t. 
Oak Hill Manor Needs: Volunteers to visit with elderly residents, 
wheel shopping cart through wards, assist or direct small group 
projects or recreational programs, provide short musical or slide 
shows. Late mornings, late afternoons or early evenings of any day 
can be arranged. Please call l.C. Community Service or VAC for an 
appointment. 
Storefront Needs: Volunteers to form a team to check stores for 
unsafe toys. The work would be done at the volunteers' 
convenience, before Christmas, and an orientation and check-back 
system will be arranged. Please call LC. Community Service or V AC 
for an appointment. 
Boy Scouts Need: Volunteer troop leaders, assistant leaders, 
special skill and crafts instructors (to work with individual or small 
groups of Eagle Scouts or Leaders), or area planners. Times and days 
can be arranged to suit the volunteer. Please call LC. Community 
Service or V AC for an appointment. 
There are many other calls for volunteers. To find out more 
about any voluntary activity or for an appointment, please call 
274-3304, Mon. thru Wed. from 10 A.M. to ·t P.M. or"2'n~94 I I, 
Mon. thru Sat. from 9 A.M. to I P.M . 
MARCH OF DIMES 
The Finger Lakes Chapter of the National Foundation - The 
March of Dimes is currently in the midst of a recruitment program 
for this year's fund raising campaign. Operators are calling Ithaca 
area residents, seeking volunteers for the Mother's March against 
birth defects, scheduled January 26, 1975. 
Each volunteer will be asked to visit the other homes on her (or 
his) block on January 26th. The "Marching Mothers" will be 
explaining the March of Dimes efforts in the fight against birth 
defects as they raise funds. 
Anyone·wishing to help, or for more information, call The Finger 
Lakes Chapter office in Geneva, 315-7 81-1 141. 
around the campus 
PT ASSOCIATION PROGRAM 
The ·Physical Therapy Association will present a program on a 
case history of a parapelegic woman. Mrs. Ione Scanlon, Physical 
Therapy Coordinator at Tompkins County Hospital, will present the 
technical aspects of the case. A discussion between the patient and 
Mrs. Scanlon will be followed by an open question and answer 
period. While a therapist can never know what his patient is 
experiencing emotionally, perhaps he can better understand by 
talking openly with patients. Empathy and genuine human concern 
are important aspects of PT-come and share. The program is on 
Monday, November 18th, in S302. The college community is invited 
to attend. 
ORGANIZE TO FIGHT WORLD HUNGER 
As you know, there is a world famine problem (60% of 'the 
world's people do not get 60% of the minimum caloric requirement). 
Right now as you are reading this babies and adults have just died or 
are dying a very slow, cruel death resulting from malnutrition. 
Perhaps you've wished there was something that you could do. If so, 
please join with a group of students and faculty that are organizing a 
national teach in on world hunger. We will be meeting Wednesday, 
November 20 in West Lab, St1.:1dent Health Center to lay the ground 
work for this program. The meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. 
Questions? Call 3176 or 273-9072 
UNICEF CARD SALE 
Pi Theta Nu will have its annual UNICEF Christmas greeting card 
sales on Monday-Friday (Nov. l l-22) and from Dec. 2-13. Cards as 
well as calendars will be on sale in the Union from 10 A.M. to 4:45 
P.M. Please call Vicki Rood, Pi Theta Nu's service chairman at Ext. 
74 l or 273-1804 for more information. 
PHONE BOOKS ARRIVE 
The 1974-75 Ithaca College Directory will be distributed at a 
table in the Union Lobby on Nov. 14, l 5 and 18~20. The hours will 
be from 9-4:30 every day. Copies will be available for those who did 
not pre-order for a cost of $1.50 as long as the supply lasts. ID cards 
must be presented. 
NEWS FROM LICK-IT 
Donna M. Blaustein '76 was appointed as a new manager of 
LICK-IT, the Ithaca College Student Cooperative Ice Cream Store. 
Donna, a sociology major, will be managing the store three nights a 
week, while Joel Caplan '77 continues to man the other three nights. 
A- new manager· will be needed in December, so applications are 
being accepted now in the Basement of West Tower, 8-12 P.M. 
Monday th.rough Thursday and 8-l A.M. Friday and Saturday. 
You could be the lucky customer. If you are the 10,000 customer 
at the Ithaca College Student Cooperative Ice Cream Store this year 
(since August) you will win a tub of any flavor of ice cream that you 
choose. All that you have to do to win is be number 10,000 when 
you buy a·cone, shake, sundae, split or soda at LICK-IT, Basement 
·of West Tower; during normal bouts . 
editorial Swflpp/ng Res/)ohsi/Jility 
Much of the secrecy of the Landon Hall SW AP story· was 
ridiculous · and uncalled for. The actions of many of the 
administrators involved waethe same as the "No comment" position 
taken during the Berrigan issue earlier this year. More importantly,· 
the administrators also denied the existence of a story until the last 
possible minute when they were forced to comment. 
The Ithacan, as the other media services on campus, disseminates 
the news of importance to the College community. We are an 
independent organization, and although we may sometimes lose a 
friend or two, it is still our intent to inform the I.C. community. 
The staff has able, thinking minds. We would like to be abJe to 
find out all the news, and use our own discretion in reporting. We 
were informed that one administrator this week took it upon himself 
in making the decision to release a statement to WICB radio that The 
Ithacan had decided in the name of "good' taste" to withold the 
printing of the Landon Hall story. Wltether or not he made the 
statement is irrelevent. The statement was m~de and it is just 
another example of the exageration of this story. It is rather 
interesting that the people who supposedly made the decision first 
heard about it through WICB. It was our decision last week to hold 
the story to insure that we didn't jeopardize the program this week. 
We feel we have no choice but to reveal the facts. 
We feel that the agministration has a responsibility in keeping the 
College community informed of the news. The wrong way to go 
about it is exactly the tactics used - refusing to acknowledge the 
existence of the Landon Hall experiment until the last minute 
possible, then have the Housing and Administrative staff side-track 
the issue by refusing to comment, finally answering to the demands 
of the students with a threatening press release. What was missing is 
the human interaction so vitally needed. Not once duririg the course 
of the program was there any interest shown on the part of the 
administration in finding out the objectives of the plan, or how it 
was working. The only time the administration reacted was when an 
outrag~d parent called th-e school to complain, and when certain 
news services presented an exaggerated version of the SWAP· 
program. Then the school stepped· in with threats for those involved 
unless they cooperated in disbanding the experiment. The College 
administrative staff should be looked upon as an approachable, 
interested facet of the College willing to listen to student input. Not 
as a- static force unwilling to listen to new ideas, responding only in 
threatening terms. 
If the College had been willing and interested in finding out all 
the facts in the Landon Hall experiment, much of the outrage might 
have been eliminated. If comments had been madeJairly early in the 
week, the image of the School and the students involved would not 
have been reduced to that of a sensational, exaggerated story of a 
Harrad-type experiment. If the truths had gotten out early, the 
rumors would not have thrived. It is the lack o(proper information 
that. breeds rumor. It should not have to be that rumor causes 
outrage, which in effect leads to the taking of a position on an issue. 
If the facts weren't hidden in the beginning, then this experiment 
could have remained in its proper perspective and dealt with 
rationally. 
, comment Administration, TIie lttedifl, find You 
This comment was prepared by IC-TV and reflects the opinions 
of the news department of IC-TV, under News 'Director Charles 
Kavett. It does not necessarily represent the staff or management of 
IC-TV, nor the 'School of Communications. 
The Landon cohabitation controversy, as it wiIJ go down in l.C. 
history, was not a story of earth-shattering magnitude, but rather, a 
tidbit of interest that might have caught your eye on the fourth page 
of your hometown'paper. The sound and fury behind the coverage 
of this expenment though, would lead an outsider to believe that 
Adolph Hitler had been found alive and well on the second floor of 
Dorm Six. Many of the participants in the escapade didn't want the 
story getting back to mom and dad. If one wants to keep his 
clandestine activities clandestine. he doesn't hlow the whistle and 
the itbacan 
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shout, ''Hey, look what we're (joing!". Invariably, people are 
interested and there will be camer!s, and light, and microphones, 
and paper and pencils. College officials didn't want mom and dad 
hearing about the roommate swapping either. We believe that 
immediate affirmative action on the part of. those officials would 
have been vastly more constructive than claiming to have no 
knowledge of the incident or, ·worse, no comment. When 
representatives of the administration asked the campus media not to 
run the story, they were overstepping their bounds. Hushing of 
information is something that hopefully went out with the Nixon 
crew. The Ithacan, WICB, and IC-TV are here to inform the I.C. 
public on all issues. They form a valuable information flow for 
campus news, and cannot, and should not procrastinate on stories. 
Certain individuals at the College ra"dio station committed something 
blatantly offensive to any news ethic or credo. They compromised 
their integrity. They did not use this rather small story on their new;; 
because the administration requested it not to be broadcast. They 
Frat Stunt 
To the Editor: 
I would like to respond to an 
article concerned with the 
so-called '"frat pranks" occurring 
on campuses all over the country 
right now. As it appears to me, 
the author is acquainting the. 
"lovely choral chants" of our 
pledges to the most unfortunate 
death of a pledge on the Lehigh 
campus last September. The 
Delta Phi Fraternity was taking 
th~ir pledges on a ride when 
Mitch Fishkin, trying to get 
Internship 
To the Editor: 
Each . semester our office 
invites 5 students to work 
full-time in our Washington 
office on legislation, research 
and answering letters in addition 
to other office responsibilities. 
Our experience indicates that 
this semester program is more 
satisfactory to students and to 
our office than one 1asting .. a 
rn on th or six weeks. The 
(continued on page sifj 
away, leaped from a moving car. pledges on from time to time 
However tragic the result, it was that involve their shouting the 
a foolish stunt. Pledges are not fraternity name. If the author is 
:isked to do anything that losing sleep as the result of these 
mightpendanger themselves. The exercises, I see' the problem as 
ride itself would hardly have b e i n g e motion a 1 . But 
been dangerous. Cruel as it may nevertheless, you have our 
seem to say,. it was Mitch's apologies. 
foolishness that killed him.- Mitch's story is as important 
F u r t h e r , I d O n • t as it is tragic, however to 
believe_ the _author has taken compare it to the running about 
into account how Mitch's death of our pledges late at night 
hurt the brothers that though makes no sense at all. Was this 
enough of him to ask him to an essay or an editorial?· In the 
pledge tl}eir fraternity .. However future it may be of some benefit 
tragic, Mitch's accident was just to the author to learn to 
that, an accident. The entire distinguish between the two. 
inciden't. has nothing to do with 
pledging now, least of all the 
little · exercises we send our 
semester program can be 
combinedpwith a summer 
internship, if the student wishes. , 
Because our office receives so 
many applications fo-r 
internships,...- it is helpful .if we 
hear from students applying for 
Ute spring semester as early in 
the fall as possible. Because 
there I are many fflOre applicants 
than openings, we require a 
• personal interview, if possible, 
either in New York or 
Washinaton to help us evaluate 
each· application. · 
Most students join us on the 
basis · of a ·work-study or 
indepeJ;t dent·· study program 
through which .they receiv.e some . 
Hal Russek 
... ' Pi Lambda Chi Fraternity 
\ . 
academic credit. There are no 
'outside funds availabl<! for 
dejraying expenses while' 
students are in Washington. 
Students ~ake their own living 
arrangements. 
Students who feel they are 
qualified, for our, i_ntemship 
program should sen(!· a letter and 
a resume to Ms. ManlynShapiro, 
Administrative Assistant, 1009 
Longworth House Office 
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~com~e~~) 11,,-_Cflmpus Ce,nter-·and ·the li/Jtary 
By Leo R. )µft, College Librarian 
The Ithacan of October 31, 1974 contained two articles with 
reference to the Ithaca College Library. Both articles require my 
comments because of factual mis-statements and because questions 
were raised about present services and future library development.-
, The first article by D. Bea.r Grohman implies by its title, Grant Aids 
· Library, that the funds for the Caroline Werner Gannett Campus 
Center would exclusively aid the library. It should be obvious that 
the funds will aid all the other orga11izations which are to be housed 
. there- at least as much, if not more, than the library. Together with 
other progressive librarians I share · the ·view that the services 
performed by the Instructional Resources Center and by others in 
instructional development are closely related to library functions 
and, therefore, should be housed in close proximity to each other 
and that their respective services should be interrelated as much as 
possible. Exhibits. another form of information services, have been 
sponsored by Ithaca College Library. Facilities for this purpose 
should be moderat.:ly enlarged in the future. 
It had also been my hope th.at the.Office of Campus Development 
--eould be brought here so that all Ithaca College, external and internal 
communications activities would have homes in the same building. 
Later it was planned to house the Instructional Resources Center on 
t)].e first floor and leave the upper four floors entirely to present and 
future library functions. · 
Since then closer ties have been developed between the library, 
the Applied Writing Program and Career Services. Two years ago the 
Applied Writing Program was offered space in the library because of 
the inability of .our college administrators to find adequate space 
elsewhere. We recognize the need for an applied writing program to 
be close to library resources and we were happy to offer some 
accommodations until better ones could be found. It now appears 
that still no alternate location could be found and that in the 
interest of our all-college development we must offer that important 
pr, ,gram a· proper base to operate. Some time ago, when the Office 
of Career Plans underwent major re-organization, the library was 
askt c! to serve as a resource depository and information service 
during that interim period. Library conference rooms are frequently 
used for career interviews. We are happy to note that very cordial 
ri>laf-:ms exist between the Office of Career Plans and the library and 
.igain yield. to the urgent need for adequate space and facilities in the 
~ intere,,t of Ithaca College progrC{is. 
During the past two years there have been many discussions 
between Bill Scoones and many members of the campus community 
as to the services which should be offered in the expanded building. 
On the basis of these discussions it was planned to house also lounge, 
multi-purpose a~d exhibit SJ?ace as well as two large lecture rontrs 
with audio-visual facilities on the first floor. The space assigned to 
these purposes may be somewhat controversial; in the future we 
'llUSt re-assess )Ur relative needs. If necessary, first floor space shall 
have to be re~allocated and reverted to ljbrary services Jµst as all c;pace 
m other college buildings should be subject to re-assessment and 
re-allocation as new needs arise. 
At no time was it contemplated that the Instructional Resources 
Center should occupy the entire fifth floor. At present the plans call 
- for less than one half of the fifth floor to be dedicated to IRC and to 
audio services of the library. In addition, the fifth floor will contain 
Music ·ut.rary ·facilities including catalo!?ng, reference, periodicals, 
books on music and scores. It should house library holdings in Fine 
Arts Education and as much other library materials as the stacks will 
hold. Microform services will be moved to the second floor but may 
eventually outgww the space there and then be moved ~o the !hird 
or first floor. 
When it became obvious that other demands on the building 
made the location of the Instructional Resources Center on the first 
floor impossible, I requested expansion of the third floor as well as 
the addition of the fourth and fifth floor in order to accommodate 
growing library needs; however, that expansion was declared 
unacceptable to the arcb.itt:ct for exterior view aesthetic reasons. 
Based on t~e as yet incomplete design plans, it appears that library 
stacks will hold only 280,000 to 290,000 volumes in hard copy form 
and that further growth in hard copy will only be possible by 
re-allocating first floor space or by later expansion of the third floor. 
Chang~s are still possible in our building plans. Anyone wishing to 
voice an opinion should contact Assistant Provost Bill Scoones as 
soon as possible. Ithaca College librarians have maintained all along 
that they recognize the space nee<ls for. other Ithaca College 
activities but that all programs for this Campus Center building must 
be geared' ·to keep library services as the core a!1d paramount 
function- to be housed in it. 
- I wish to thank Dr. Harcourt fo.r his kind worrls about the library 
coliection and services in his article: "'The Faculty and the Library•: 
We hope to maintain this·quality and continue'improvements so that 
we may merit his continued trust and praise. We have striven 
continuously towards improvement of communications with all 
segments of the college community and shall continue our efforts to 
do so in spite of the· many frustrations which we have experienced. 
The· channels.oLcommunication between fl!culty. and the library do 
exist, yet they have been used very sparingly, with the exception of 
requests for specific reference and reserve services. In the more than 
five years during' which I have been associated. with Ithaca College, 
however, it has been impossible for me to find or define the .faculty 
as · a collective body, and therefore we have emphasized our 
communications with individuals. There is such heterogeneity among 
our faculty that most departments do not even speak with a single 
voice. At our request each department chairman has designated one 
faculty member as Library Representative _for that department. We 
work with that represent;ttive as closely as he or she wishes, 
especially in matters of book selection and in questions of subject 
fund allocations.- Because bei~ Library Representative · is an 
additional volunteer duty, it. is ftltirely up to that faculty member. 
. how much .effort should go into. that duty and how much he or she 
wishes to act as a communicator between the library and department 
faculty.· My office is lJ}ways open to the Library Representatives as 
well as to anyone in the Ithaca College community, but it is indeed 
very infrequent that anyone comes to discuss library policies unless 
there is a very specific need .. 
We also· have a Library Committee consisting of faculty and 
students. At an earlier time that committee consisted of faculty 
members and students interested in library matters who would meet, 
more or less regularly, and discuss library policy, services 
and contemplated changes. When the new governance system 
becarnc effective, the Library Committee was made responsible to 
the Community • Council arid its many members . became 
representatives of the various schools and divisions by appointment 
from the deans. Since that time the economic situation has become 
more stringent and nearly all discussion of the committee has 
centered around the subject fund allocations for library purchases. 
The Campus Center development has also been discussed extensively 
but evidently the committee has not functioned as an effective 
communicator with the faculty and students even though its 
members encourage communication. 
Although I wish to note that other groups within the Ithaca 
College community are concerned with educational programs, I fully 
agree with Dr. Harcourt that the carrying out of these programs is 
primarily a faculty responsibility. l furthermore wish to assure him 
that library policy is aware and responsive t0 the faculty's 
understanding of its professional goals a~ fa· as they are known. 
Now, let me comment on the specific matters mentioned by Dr. 
Harcourt. 
Unfortunately a certain number of books is stolen each year, but 
some time passes before their loss is recognized. FortunatPly-rri'anr 
of these apparently lost books eventually ·:.nd theit way back to the 
library. Often we are not-aware that a book has been missing until a 
faculty member requests that it be placed on reserve. Whenever an 
immediate need exists, · w e re p 1 a c e those titles; and if 
necessary with a rush order to our supplier. There are, of course, 
many titles we woulcl like to replace but which are no longer 
available in "the market or which are only available at an exorbitant 
price or which ma'} have become available again in microform; in 
that case we purchase the microform. Where the need is not urgent, 
we wait a little longer for the book's return and then make a 
decision on the basis of our needs as we perceive them. At that time 
we could also invoh•! faculty but there would be further delay in 
making such decisions. Because funds for books are indeed scarce, 
we re-evaluate our needs in the light of order requests on hand and 
of the collect.io':1 as it exists at that time. Many times we find that 
other needs should be given priority. Qecision for replacement on 
another but immediate need basis must be made with the total 
collection in mind and we should favor participation by any faculty 
member who wishes to participate in such an evaluation process. 
As to the matter of pruning the collection, we have made 
repeated efforts to contact departments when such pruning action 
was undertaken but we have had very little positive response. Our 
major pruning activities were connected with the almost completed 
reclassification and recataloging project. Three years ago we were 
able to purchase the contents of a bookstore and brought to the 
Ithaca College _campus many books which we knew were duplicates 
but which were of potential value to our facu:ty and students. We 
were indeed· happy that we were able to bring these books to Ithaca 
and offer them to our cagpus community at bargain prices. From 
time to time an excitt•d fac.J!ty member came in to complain that a 
valuable bouk had been off.!red for sale and that we ought to add it 
to our colle.:tion only t,, find out that it was a duplicate. I wish the 
faculty member who confided in Dr. Harcourt would have bought 
the book for a quarter and brought it to us so that we could have 
double checked as to the existence of another copy or two in our 
library. We shall continue to prune our collection of multiple copies 
whenever the need for that many copies ceases to exist. In all other 
cases we shall continue to contact department representatives 
whenever any major pruning operation should take place in the 
future. Again we shall be only too happy to keep a list of those 
faculty members interested in assisting us in this task. 
Unfortunately, I must inform Dr. Harcourt that the era of 
microform is upon us, but it sfi.all not be the only one in the future. 
The clay tablet and the papyrus scroll and the manuscript still'exist, 
at least in replica, side by side with the book, the periodical and the 
newspaper. Hard copy printed form wiil co-exist with the newer 
micro-, video- and audio- forms recorded on film disc, tape, picture, 
slide or any 0th.er medium. Publishin~ in printed form has become 
very expensive. More and more conference proceedings are recorded 
on tape, edited and then published in audio cassette form. To date 
the library has cataloged approximately 200 spoken cassettes 
covering a variety of subjects. This is the second year that the libra.y 
has encouraged faculty mem hers to. record lectures and discussions 
and have them duplicated and placed on reserves in the library. 
Hopefully this would give the faculty member more time for 
individual and small group conferences with the studentsv So far 
only one or two faculty mem~ers hav·e made very modest use o, that 
facility. Microform technol gy has been improved considerably 
during)he past several years but, unfortunately, formats have not 
been ·standardized forcing th user to become familiar with various 
viewing machines. We now ave college catalogs on microfiche as 
well as the National Union Catalog, both publications being 
considerably ~wer in acquisition and maintenance cost than the 
hard printed copy. Two years ago we added an indexed service called 
UpDate··'in order to offer a wide selection of newspaper editorials 
and articles to our community. Beginning with l 97S we shall switch 
over to a competitive service called NewsBank. We have just 
inaugurated a microfiche copying service which will make it possible 
to copy articles from newspapers and periqdicals held by-the library 
in reel film form onto sheet film for 'reserve and research purposes. 
The cost of production is approximately the same as the cost of one 
copy made on the reader-printer or threee copies on the Xerox 
machine; yet a microfiche may contain as much as 96 pages. Three 
years ago we acquired through the South Central Research Library 
Couool, cooperatively with other libraries, The Library of American 
Civi.Jization, a 20,000 volume collection of American imprints prior 
to World War I, published on ultra-microfiche. Each or.e of the 
ultra-microfiche 1 •• .;y contain up to 1,000 pages. It fits easily into a 
standard letter envelope, therefore, can be mailed rapidly first class 
mail tc any cooperating library reque!lting..it. Ithaca College Library 
has the benefit of housing this collection, including ihdexes at a cost 
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Rod Montgo·mery,stddeht i-n 
By Fred Raker 
How often have you thought 
about walking? You know, 
walking to a class; walking to the 
Union; or just walking for 
From now 
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pleasure. I'm sure not too 
frequently .. But, then again, why 
should you? It's a normal 
function for everyone-well, 
almost everyone. Rodman 
Montgomery, a sophomore at 
I.C., is confined to a wheelchair; 
that's his mode of 
encourage others who are Rod a personal letter expressing . sonieone·' accidentally let go of 
disabled to come to the school. some interest. Hopefully, the his wheelchair while helping him . 
"There's a school in Long Island doctor will see him and be able up. t~e stairs), Rod Montgomery 
that is ramped and elevated; to help. Rod is excited about it. fairs ·out pretty well. So this 
the:,e's no reason why I.C. can't· "I'm already getting some Thanksgiving, it might not hurt 
be. . · .· - feeling back int<> my legs." .. to· be a· little extra thankful; for 
Rod lives off-campus; he · Except for the ice snow cold· when you come right down to it, 
travels in a car that is equipped and occasional nus'haps (once v.:e're all.pr_etty fortunate. 
transportation. . 
Rod has been paralyzed from 
the waist down for two and a 
half years. In the · summer of 
1972, he fell off of a building 
while doing construction work; 
his spinal cord very badly-, 
injured. -
with hand controls. He does, ___________ ;;..__··-· ____ ..._ __ ~--------
. As far as getting around 
campus, Rod finds it a "bloody 
pain in the ass." And rightfully 
so. There· are no ramps at any of 
the entrances and - exits to 
buildings and the curbs are too 
high for him to climb; leaving 
him in the lurch dependent upon 
someone's assistance. "People 
are always willing to help," 
explains ·Rod, "v,:hich is. really 
nice. But it bothers me that they 
have to." 
Concerning the absel)ce of 
ramps, Rod is planning to speak 
with someone from the state. He 
feels there is no reason why his 
stay at LC. can't be made a bit 
more comfortable. This would 
not only make life a little easier 
for him, but it might even 
however, fmd it hard to venture 
downtown · and ~uy things. 
''With. all the heavy doors and 
curbs, it's not easy. The world 
was not built for this." 
It is a bit tough on his social 
activities, too. Visiting friends is 
not a frequent occurrence 
because of the hassles of getting 
up and down stairs. 
Academically, Rod .enjoys it 
here. A TV-Radio major, he 
hopes to someday -be either a 
writer or a director; maybe even 
both. "I'll just have to see what 
I'm.best suited for." 
It really is quite amazing how 
Rod manages to get around. ·In 
fact, a therapist, who is a friend 
of his, said Rod would be unable· 
to -go to I.C. "This is the same 
person who said I couldn't walk 
on crutches ... which I can do." 
This Thanksgiving vacation, 
Rod hopes to visit Dr.·Ling Sing 
Chu;_ the same gentleman who 
ad ministered acupuncture to 





With the many styles and 
varieties in men's 
fashions today, it takes 
a real pro to get it all 
together for his way 
of life. The perfect 
· tapered fit of Van 
Heusen 417 shirts 
add the final zing 
·that says, "this 
is.what It's 
all about." 
The- medla. a·. SWAP 
. 
{continued from page four)_ 
lied by telling other news sourc~s that the story was µntrue and_ w~ 
·not of broadcast quality, and certainly the!_e was a loss of credib~ty 
somewhere along the line. 'fhe College ·radio station proved itself to 
be a puppet of the administration. 
Let's put' it plain and simple: A lot of bad judgement was paraded 
around - campus this week; bad judgement on the part of the 
students, the administr_ation, and certain members of the media. 
There are measures that can be taken to prevent future rnbcups, 
jangled nerves, an? harsh words. · · 
The media should constantly operate as a free· agent for 
dissemination of .the news, and the administration should consider 
the electronic and print media more as friend tha·n foe, and student 
groups· should think twice before spreading personal information 
they might like to keep personal. And everyone could ch.eek the 
dictionary, once in a while, ... under the word cooperation. 
Foxc_~dd 
. (continued from page one) . 
welcomed:· Occasionally, they 
had to change some line· 
readings, because of the language 
difficulties. They also attended. 
six rehearsals of the last week 
and a half to make specific 
comments. 
Asked whether they had had 
any desire to direct the show 
themselves, Enik and Rosser said 
originally they had not, but both 
would like to. direct a future 
production of it. "I'd like to see 
what I could do with it," says 
Ted ... It's about seven y·ears of 
our life lumped together with 
various moods." Kip points out 
(continued on page twelve) 
Free University offe_rs 
meditatio·n course 
A -workshop in the theory 
and practice.._ of samadhi 
meditation, offered by the Free 
University at Ithaca College, 
which began. November 2, 1974 
for six weeks, Course instruction' 
for the 2 hour session will run · 
on consecutive Saturdays at · 
1 :00 P.M. at the Crossroads. 
Although the course has been in 
session· for two weeks, it's still 
available. 
Initial sessions of the 
workshop will provide 
introductory background on 
bodily functions leading _to the 
philosophic union of mind and · 
body. This workshcip is designed 
to improve personal potentials 
and personality. The 
psychological aspects · of this 
form of meilitation and the close 
relationship of this ancient 
practice to new forms of 
personal growth will be 
· developed. 
Dr. Pandit, instructor fox: the 
workshop, is a native-born 
Indian of the Brahmin class and 
a __ professor of biology . at 
D'Youville College; ,Buffalo, 
New York. He will discuss. the 
relationship between the 
psychological and physiological-
and also the philosophic aspects 
of · the. course. "Samadhi 
meditation," according to Dr. 
Pandit, '.'is the-highest technique 
.of achieving creative relaxation. 
It . is based on philosophy and 
neuro-physiology.'~ "As part 
"'As part of the instruction for the 
workshop," he said, "students 
will be acquainted with some of 
the techniques of Hatha. Yoga. 
These ate a series o( exercises 
most con;imonly associated with 
FAST LUNCHES 11 :30-3:00 
· · . the --.. term· _yoga. During the 
workshop, Dr. · Pandit added, 
. · "these exercises will be used to 
·: promote relaxation of the body 
leading to physical fitness." 




·_ The course fee is $25J~O. For 
. registration or additional 
.·. information on the Samadhi 
Meditation Workshop, c·ontact 
either Marty at x3149, or Carol 
at x-544;·: 
HIGKIY'. 
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(continued from page four} 
share tcr the college of approximately ·$2,200.00 or 11 cent"s per 
voluml_l, and there is no cat~oging required. Under the same auspices 
Hartwich College now has a'cquired the ultra-microfiche collection of 
Early English Literature (up to 1660) which will soon become 
available to us on Interlibrary Loan at the .cost of a telephone call 
only. Many research reports_ in E·ducation, published urider the 
"Federally funded ERIC Project are readily available to us at the cost 
of a telephoi:ie request plus a 15 cent materials 'cost for copying a 
fiche containing up to forty-eight pages. An· increasing amount of 
reports are now generated by computer directly onto microfiche or 
letter~ 
Review Reply 
To the Editor: 
I just finished reading the 
·article about Nightclub Night 
{"First 'Nightclub' a success"), 
and was totally appalled with 
the content. 
First of all, the headline reads 
"First 'Nightclub' a _success". 
When the reader si:es this type of 
headline, he is prepared for a 
story telling _about what 
happened at Nightclub night; a 
comple!e description (as the 
a\lthqr·only started to do) of the 
entertainment, perfonners, 
songs, skits, etc., would have 
sufficed very adequately.' 
Instead, the author proceeded 
to literally tear apart each act 
and performer. Now, the public 
did not ask for a critical review 
of each- performer; all they 
wanted was a story relating what 
Nightclub night was all about. 
I'm sure "those persons who did 
perform were not at au· pleased 
with this either. After all, it was 
their perogative whether, c,r not 
there would be any performers 
at all, because the talent had to 
go to the Crossroads Committee, 
mstead of the committee seeking 
out the talent. This was also the 
_ first time many of these l;'eople 
had ever performed in 'rront of 
an audi'ence of two hundred 
plus. The Crossroads Committee 
exhibited no initiative 
insearching for talent in the I.C. 
community, so the talent should 
be extended the thanks for the.. 
show. If it weren't for \those 
interested or enthusiastic 
students, we would never have 
had this exciting evening, and 
I'm sure they didn't want to be 
ridiculed by some author who 
didn't enjoy the evening. There 
were many who enjoyed the 
evening very much, and would 
like to see another nightclub in 
the future. 
Doug Weisman '78 
· film instead of hard copy printout at considerable savings. In the 
m:ar future we shall acquire' microfiche readers with removable r------------------------------------------
screens so that the image may Ile projected onto a wall screen for R e bu I I a I 
group and classroom use. Although this is not a new development, it 
only recently has reached the quality .acceptable for instmctional 
purposes. It should then soon become possible to eliminate the need 
for photographic reproduction· of the hard copy print.ad page for 
overhead projection and to use an inexpensive and compact 
microfiche projector instead. Thus the use of micro- and audio-
forms has made material easily available to us that we never could 
have accessed under conventional conditions limited to hard print. 
In order to make the best use of our financial resources we have, 
therefore, embarked on an ever increasing pace of acquiring 
microforms of periodicals at a cost not appreciably larger than that 
of binding. Those which have to be produced on color film and some 
which are priced unreasonably due to proprietary interests, as well as 
those which are primarily of literary and artistic nature, wepshall 
continue to bind and retain iq hard copy. By all means the faculty 
should be concerned about such developments because they have a 
decisive influence on future educational programs and techniques. 
We should welcome faculty advic~ in policies concerning 
micro-forms. ·But, again, this must be a voluntary process unless the 
college can offer release time for the purpose of liaison with library 
activities. Because o} the new developments it appears reasonable to 
predict that the library holdings may top off at approximately 
300,000 volumes in hard copy in the future but that growth would 
continue on at the current acquisitions rate of approximately 1 R,000 
to 20,000 items per year in other than hard copy printed form. Even 
in libraries containing millions of vplumes, useful selection from the 
shelves is limited to a small fraction of that collection; therefore, a 
collection of approximately 300,000 volumes·still leaves ample room 
for browsing and selection purposes. 
We have oral assurance from the college administration that all 
partitions on· the first floor shall be designed in such a way that they 
may be removed without undue cost so that the first floor may 
revert to library and related services when we again reach crowded 
conditions. This may be sooner than expected. Wliile the design 
phase of the Campus Center development is not yet complete, it 
appears that due to co111promises we will reach full capacity early in 
the l 980's. At that time we .shall have to reassess our physical 
facilities. We do know that some classrooms are empty, even 'during 
prime time on weekdays between 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. We also 
know that considerably more use could be made of those and other 
rooms during morning, evening and \lleekend hours. If faculty and 
students are ·willing to extend the ,structured working day beyond 
the prime · hours then we shall have additional space available 
without building additions. Efficient use of our capabilities as well as 
of our facilities should be of continuous· concern to all of the Ithaca 
College comn:umity and hopefully will involve an increasing number 
of faculty members. Certainly we should expect that in the future 
competition for space and · facilities will be with us and we must 
all strive to keep our further developments and allocations in proper 
balance. 
It's Time To 
:·FOCUS 
on· Your Eyewear Needs 
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OP-TICAL SERV-lC.-E 
1 · 1a~,.E.,,S1ate Phone 273-4231 
I, 
To the Editor: 
In response to tae Ieiter by 
Doug Weisman concerning my 
article from last week on 
Nightclub Night, I feel that i 
have been unjustly 
misinterpreted. 
Yes, I do agree with Doug 
Weisman that · the title of the 
story could have been a bit more 
explicit, as it did indeed ten·d to 
accentuate the parts of my 
article that I did not stress. That 
is not my fault, though, I did 
not submit the article with a 
Rent Fee 
To the Editor: 
title - it was added at press time. 
Yet his accusations that I tore 
apart each act and performer is 
an outright exaggeration. What I 
did was give a little synopsis of 
each segment of the evening, and 
that inch.ded my own opinion 
too. The article was written as a 
feature story and a review, with 
the intent to inform and also 
reflect on the event. No harm 
done in that. 
I certainly did not tear apart 
each performer and act. If 1 may 
quote myself from the article, I 
had written "In general, the 
event came across well. The 
audience seemed excited with 
against us is forcing me to cut 
back a number of entertainers. 
Therefore, the people of the 
Ithaca College Community will 
not be getting what they have 
already paid for in their tuition; 
this, I believe, is unfair to the 
students! So what l am asking is 
that the facilities use charge be 
dropped against the Crossroads 
Committee and in fact the whole 
Student Activities Board of 
the entertainment ... The 
entertainment was fair, and 
could have been more diversified 
and more . experienced." That 
was and still · is my opinion, 
which included constructive 
criticism of an event that l felt 
was worthwhile and should be 
repeated with the loopholes 
corrected in the future. Doug 
Weisman, why did you read.so 
many derogatory comments into 




Charles W. Riter, Jr. 
Olainnan of Cmm>oos Committee 
Vi:e Chair Peoon of Stwent Congress 
Josh Leonard 
Vice President of Business and 
Finance for Student Congress 
I. am writing this letter in 
reference to the room rental fees 
that I am being forced to pay for 
the use of the Crossroads. In 
trying to bring bigger, better and 
more diversified entertainment' 
to the Ithaca College 
Community, I am forced at 
timeg to charge a minimal fee to 
patrons so to hel_p defray part of 1 
the added expense of these 
better entertainers. As a result of 
this added and unexpected 
expense, the success of the 
Crossroads is being undermined. 
LA~ 
'
. ~-· ---:.., ·~--' : . " ·-
• _.,. ~~1._ ...... ~- ';_ 
.. n . .,.. 
-
It seems a bit ludicrous to 
charge a room usage fee to an 
organization that bears the same 
name ''as the room! The 
Crossroads would not be the 
Crossroa'ds without the 
Crossroa!,ls Committee. This year 
I am working with an extremely 
limited budget and due to the 
fact it is so limited, I have 
budgeted the whole year day by 
day. This unexpected and unfair 
facilities use fee bein~ charged 
,·. ~ :, "~: ... -\ ~,lf~f[T • i'HAr~A i"'..; Y. 1A850 • (6G7) 272-2131 
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the money - to 
Ithacan- inquirer 
Sociology, "It should be used to 
·fix up ·the dorms. Th~y could· 
use carpeting, !lew loun~ 
furniture, much of which is · 
destroyed now. ~Money· is n~eded 
to continue paying what they 
owe__(or the buildings.''. 
could use 
e._xi>anci." 
By Cindy Schwartz 
photos by Ginger Flook 
The Question: "ff you were 
to donate a large sum of money 
to the college, what would you 
want it used for?" · 
Andrea Wells Freshman 
Undecided, "I would like them 
to build an art department on 
<::ampus, broaden the art courses, 
an·d put a piano in every dorm." 
Sarah Ax tell Sophomore 
Speech Pathology, "For the 
crew teams, since they are not 
funded too well by the school, 
and they need a lot of 
equipment. Much money is given 
to the football team and to 
other teams, and so I'd like to 
see it go to them. I'd like to see· 
more courses offered in C(JS." 
Scott'- Molin Senior 
Philosophy, "For anything tha·t 
would bolster education and n·ot 
the· appearance of the school. 
That's what a lot of the money· 
h~s been going for lately." 
Anne Conable Junior Drama, 
"I would want it used to 
improve the library, buying 
more books, specifically-." 
Lisa Laskow Sophomore 
SHARE THE RIDE 
WITH. US THIS 
WEEKEND 
AND GET ON 
TO A GOOD THING. 
u~ ll'L:dll', G1<,; /11(/LIIIJ. 1.J11J ti l•Ji uf vuur tel ION Stt.;dC11t•, 
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GREYHOUN·O.SERVICE 
ONE- ROUND· YOU CAN YOU 
TO WAY TRIP LEAVE ARRIVE 
New York Ci1y 14.95, 2K.4S '.'i lames daily 
'.'i hour trip 
Bo~lon 21,30 40.SO 2 ume!. d111ly 
10 hour trip 
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. . ...and 1_eav~. lh8 driVi~a to us -
English, "I would say 
soundproofing the music rooms 
-and investing in- finer pianos. In 
academics, I would want the 
mo{ley used for research grants 
to investigate better methods of 
education." 
· Andrew Felber }:reshm_~n 
Russ Bogel Sophomore 
Psychology, "Dogs should be 
able to roam on this campus. 
That's one thing this ptace really 
lacks. In academics, I would 
donate it to the Television-Radio 
department because they are 
very overcrowded and they 
John Klumph Sophomor,!! 
Business, "1 think that all the 
money should go towards the 
improvement of the academic 
capabilities of Ithaca Coliege. 
This- includes not only hiring a 
larger number of able professor~ 
but . in general, improving the 
quality of education and the 
scholarship fund." · 
FRANI< ZAPPA ~/!OTHERS OF INVENTION 
By Brooke Ashby 
On Saturday, November 16 at· 
8:00 - the Ithaca College Bu.reau 
of Concerts will present Frank 
Zappa with the Mothers of 
Invention, and you can be sure 
there's nothing like it! 
Frank Zappa brings with him 
the latest evolvement of his 
music since the creation of the 
Mothers in 1963. Featured in 
the Mothers at I.C. will be: 
George Duke (keyboards), ·Tom 
Fowle {bass), Ruth Underwood 
(percussion), Napoleon Murphy 
Brock (sa~1lute, lead vocals), -
Chester Thompson , (drums) 
among the other . Mothers. 
Richard Nixon once said, "There 
is no undertaking more 
challenging, rio responsibility 
more awesome than ·being, a 
mother." 
In 1964, the Mothers were 
playing small bars- and joints 
around California, where their 
music became infamously 
unpopular. However in 1965, 
they recorded Freak Out; then 
the following year t-here was 
finally a demand for Zappa 
outside of California. It's been 
over a decade now since Frank 
Zappa established a "rocking 
Teenage combo" known as the 
"mothers". FZ. comments, 
"'Perhaps the most unique aspect 
of the Mothers work is the 
conceptual. continuity of the 
groups" output macrostructure. 
There -is, and: always has been, .a 
conscious control of . thematic 
and structural eleqienti flowing 
through eaci\ album, live 
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Many albums and. live 
performances .--later, Zappa is 
considered as one of the most 
original, unique musical creator's 
around. No one will dispute the 
fact that no two performances 
by the Mothers are ever alike. 
FZ. claims, "Soembody in that 
au~ience __ out there knows that 
we re domg, and the person is 
getting off on it beyond his/her 
wildest comprehensions." 
No accurate predictions can 
be made to what tunes will be 
performed from their vast 
amount of recorded material, 
but one can expect to hear some 
cuts from their three latest 
;ii.bums (Over Night Sensation, 
t ApQstrophe, -and Roxy & 
Elsewhere) given· live treatment. 
The-rumors still fly that maybe 
later, just maybe- if all goes well, 
_the glorious, mythic I 0:disc 
pancake stack commemorating 
the first steaming decade will be 
released. 
- A video tape, specially 
produced at Ithaca College 
foaturing a special spot done by 
Frank Zappa and the Mothers, 
will _be playing in the Egbert 
Union where tickets will be on 
sale until 6:00, Nov. 16. FZ, 
invites all, ''Ladies and 
Gentlemen, if you haven't 
planned on coming do·wn and 
seeing the show, please do! We 
have 'some . wonderful . surprises 
for you .. .'' 
' 
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created by this fantasy and wind up feeling good and warm 
easilY makes seµse. "The 'east with each other; "like they've 
ldaricella, '~int life m(!gical ?' 
_; and l have discovered that the just awakened from a lovely 
language is ii\fectious ancf. we dream of childhood." He hopes 
find ourselves now speaking it," that the people won't ask, 
the director SJlYS with a smile. "What does it all mean?" but 
By t;athy Lynch 
This week marked the world 
premiere, of Foxcodd and it's 
director, Jim Lauricella of the IC 
Drama Department, remarks ' 
that this is the · first world 
premiere he has· ever directed. 
After teaching in four other 
schools and taking a year off in 
California, he wound up. here in 
Ithaca. During his two prevjous 
years of teaching scene study 
and playwriting classes, 
Lauricella directed Gone Out 
and The Beaux Strategem. ·smce 
his first directorial experience as 
a junior in college he has know 
that "this is what I wanl: to do." 
He has directed roughly 15 
plays, which is not nearly 
enough to satisfy him. Noting 
that he has directed six plays by 
Samuel Beckett, he comments, 
"I find myself doing more 
contemporary plays." He 
explains further: , 
"I'm in to discovering what 
the theatre can do that is unique 
to the theatre." Along. these 
lines, Foxcodd lits in nicely. 
Lauricella is not interested "in 
doing plays that are difficult for 
the sake of being diffi~ult. 
Foxcodd is simple if people 
attend _to what is being said and 
done. · There is no message 
except the good feeling at the 
end." ., 
In planning the production, 
Lauricella does not work from a 
"concept" per se, but rather, an 
image. "I get an image from the 
text of the play which is 
intriging~ interesting and 
provacative." The next step is to 
translate this image to the stage 
Director Jim Lauricella 
for the audience. The strong, 
original' image , he got frorn 
Foxcodd is very close to the end 
one presented on stage, "which 
is unusual for a show." 
The particular image 
Lauricella has in his mind's eye 
is one of simple, child-like fun. 
"It's an ascending, celebratory · 
feeling that we're really after." 
He reports that the unusual 
language in the play took time 
to deal with and adjust to, but 
that it is germ~e to the world 
HANG 
YOURSELF 
FLOWERS SHOULD REFLECT YOUR PERS~NALITY 
DECORATE YOUfl'ROOM WITH ONIE OF OUR MANY 
HA .. QING TERRARIUMS ANO BASKETS 
Mc GUIRE S GARDENS 635 EUtllRA ROAD 
W.e·~,e Illa/ring so!fUI ~hanges, bat 
The cast members were ratb11r, "My, ain't life•magical?" 
attracted by the. fact th'at it was He leans back in his chair 
an original play they would be comfortably and says, "I end u~' 
perf'orming, yet the entire reflecting upon an introductory 
production was treated as if piece of verse by Robert Louis 
done by any other playwright Stevenson: 'The world is so full 
and there were no real jOnflicts of a number of things / I'm sure 
with the student authors, Ted we should all b~ as happy as 
Enik and Kip Rosser. kings'. That has something to do 
Lauricella trusts the reaction with the way Foxcodd should 
to Foxcodd will be thatpeople work." 
-------------------------
• I 
i COUPON i 
I I 
-: Good for a JOc Cone, : 
I I 
• November 14-18, at : 
I 
LICK IT i 
We 1 re having our 
Thanksgiving Sale 
.November 18 - 21. 
Prices will' be up to 
½ off. 
13ASE~~ENT OF WEST TOWl·:r 
I 8- l 2pm Monday - Thursday I 
I 8- I am Friday and Saturday I 
I · · . I 
~------------------------
··rrave,~·is s.li/1 o·u, ,nidille na1ne! 
• "I -
Far year~ .y~•ve c~Hecl us Coo~-:_Gauntlett Travel Agency. Now, when 
yo~ call~ we'll answer~ ''.~am Travel center!" But that's not all w~'re 
changing. Next wNk, our new_ phone sv,ten, will be .Installed - with 
twice the lnco~ing IIMJ, fol". your conven1•'1ce~ •n, we'll be the_ first_ 
travel center ln.N•w·vo.rk:state·to be compu19rlzed! .. aut as our picture 
shows,,w~re .stHI the same ·91e ... dedlcalltd. to making your next trip. 
the smoothest; ..._,t. enloya · one y~ve ever taken- whether1t's a 
day on bt!slness, or~ day~ arou~ the ~orldl 
.. 
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·1 AM WOMAN 
Cornell University Profes,or Fran Herman will discuss 
the problems of today~ women In the worklng·wortd on 
WICB·AM's "I Am Woman" this Saturday, Nov. 16 at 4 
P.M. (It can also be heard on WI CB-FM at 6:30 P.M.)_ "I 
Am Woman" 1s a weekly presentation of WICB's public 
service department. Hosten Sharon Messinger presents 
Interviews and discussions to·provtde an open forum fOT 
guests to discuss problems facing men a11d women In 
today\ constantly changing social and business worlds. 
Whether you're male or female, "I Am Woman" has 
something to offer you! 
FROM THE BEGINNING 
The year 1969 will be featured on this _Sunday's 
"From The Beginning" from 3 to 6 on WICB-FM. The 
hits of the' year and special looks at some of the great 
musical stories (Diana Ross leaving tlie Supremes and Paul 
McCartneys "Death") wlll be covered. J_oln Host_ Roger 
Wink th.ls Sunday, Nov. 17. · 
BEST OF BROADWAY 
The original musical scores of "Funny Girl" and 
"Cabaret" will be featured on "Best Of Broadway" this 
weekend. "Funny Girl" wlll be featured on WICB·FM,on 
Saturday, November 16, from 1·3 P.M. "Cabaret" will be 
featured on WICB·AM's segment of "Best Of Broadway" 
on Sunday, November 17, from 11 A.M. - 12 noon. 
Besides playing the entire score of the musical, Host Rick 
Frishman wlll pr-0vlde the listener with Information 
regarding upcoming local theatrical productions. 
ITHACA HAPPENiNGS 
The Campfire Girls fund raising drive will be discussed 
on "Ithaca Happenings" on Friday, Nov. 15 at 6:15 P.M. 
Join Host Roger Chiochi as he speaks with co-ordinators 
and members of the Campfire Girls. 
COMEDY TONIGHT 
George Carlin will be the featured comedian on 
WICB-AM's "Comedy Tonight" on Saturday, Nov. 16, 
from 8-8:30 P.M. "Comedy Tonight" 1s a weekly comedy 
feature which spotlights a dlfferentt comedian each week. 
Future shows will feature the l:omedy of David Frye, Mel 
Brooks. and .Carl Reiner, David Steinberg, Bob Newhart; 




By Darryln Searle 
In this "age of permissiveness" - sexual and 
otherwise - it's no wonder people make money 
from garbage such as The Life and Times of Xavier 
Hollander. Going on that popular notion that any 
best-seller wil~ make a good movie, Spangler and 
Sons Limited (very limited) produced this 
wqrthless piece of nonsense. Not ·even offensive, 
this movie is just plain bming. 
In a hopeless attempt to make some pretense of 
· plot, the film takes the viewer through the·sex life 
of Ms. Hollander from hereeomparatively innocent 
high school days to her present day status as "the 
best madame in the ·world". An unabashed, 
full-fledged porno flick, it has scene after scene 
after scene of just about every sexual encounter 
known to modern man (and woman). The theme 
that is supposed to hold the movie !ogether is Ms. 
Hollander's search for identity and . her true 
interest in helping her fellow man: "I decided I 
would. sell my body to anyone who needed it.?-' In 
fact, this unselfish woman is deeply concerned 
with the ills of the world. She believes that 
complete and total sexual ffreedom will lower the 
divorce rate - a rather feeble attempt to throw in 
something that could be considered socially 
redeeming. . 
About the only redeeming factor in this film 
was its beautiful shots of scenic oceans and the 
like. As for the acting • Stanislau~ky would turn 
: :· "f~ • - • ;.._ ·- • "··:····· • 
\, .. , '· '-.. ,;, 
over _in his grave. Samatha McClea~; pHiying · 
XaVier,- has all the talent of a mentally unbalanced 
-Carol Wayne - a real slap in the face to· the female 
species. The various other actors and actresses 
were equally unimpressive arid incompetent. -
. One . can · almost -· sympathsi:z:e with their 
problem, -though, when · one- takes a look at the 
.script. It kept me on the edge of mY seat as Xavier 
graced us ' with those iinmort~ wotds: "Sex is 
n~mero uno with me, baby!" And I could bar~ly 
contain my excitement as she whispered, "I think 
I love ·you'~.--1 just love a (:reative- script writer. I 
think Larry G. .Spangler, dii:ector of . this 
masterpiece, had better hang up his megaphone 
and call it a day. As· _a matter of fact, I think the 
· only person involved in the movie. who deserves 
any credit is Ralph Maker, in charge of Il\ake-up. I 
found it amazing that. no ina~ter what sexual 
adventure Ms. Hollander stumbled upon, her 
make-up never smeared, never ran, She should get 
that patented -she'd make a fortune. 
What more can I say?· The· Life and Times of 
Xavier Hollander is .your !;tandard porno flick, no 
worse, ·no better than the rest of them. It's a total' 
let-down for people who -really enjoy a good 
movie, as it just has nothing-of value to offer -it 
leaves you dry. Wo~t of all, it's a waste in the it 
completely ignores the power and essence of film -
which is the ability to move its audience. I found 
_it most l!musing that my foot fell asleep, - how 
appropriate. . ·-
The. Life and Times of Xavier Hollander will be 
dragging on at the Ithaca Theatre downtown. 
'· 
SPEAKING OF I.C. 
Th,s week Host Fred Raker speaks with VP of Business 
and Finance, Paul Farinella. Tune in this Sunday at noon 
on WICB-AM. 
Billy Jack is· Back 
ONE OF A.KIND 
Part two of Irene Yellon's "One Of A Kind" special 
featuring Diana Ross and the Supremes will be broadcast 
on WICB-FM on Saturday, November 16, from 12:15-1 
P.M. Hear more of the trio's greatest hits as well as the 
story of their success. That·~ the National Award Winning . 
"One Of A Kind" on WICB-FM. 
The fnllnwing is the broadcast schedule for Sunday 
evening November I 7, I 974. 
a:OO News Scene - This week on News Scene, why 
students nave to help save energy, also, the story behind 
cohabitation at Ithaca College. · 
&: 15 All Kinds of ·people - This week, host Chuck 
Sivertsen is 1oined by Mrs. Roy Carlson and Mrs. C.B. 
Blanton of the Alcohol Recovery Program. 
8:30 Consumer Insight · What to look for when you 
buy bicycles and skits comprise this 2-part program. 
9:00 Both Sides Now - Hostess Sharon Messinger 
discusses the abortion Issue. with Father Mora and 
Roii!lrnd Kenworth. · 
9:30 Happening World - Variety and ente.rtail')ment 
delight viewers this and every week: . 
10:1 S Synthesis - To complete the 2-part issue on the 
Berrigan issue, synthesis host Roger Chiocc1 ,s joined by 
Rev. L1oi and Mrs. Finlay. 
10:30 Whats Cookin' - Cook a Tha'\ksgiving turkey on 
a tow budget? Hosts Leah Fackos and Jeanne Shapiro 
shqw you how. ' 
By Steve Swartz 
After . I saw Billy Jack last year, couldn't-
believe what it was that so many people were 
making a fuss abo\lt. The acting was abominable, 
the script was riddled with cliches about peace and 
love, the cute. in:humour of the students at the 
Freedom School was almost . impossible to take. 
Because the students and their teachers were little 
more than stereotypes of the "liberated" people of 
the '70's, because Billy Jack (played by Tom 
Laughlin) ·was little more than a Native ·American 
Bruce Lee, Lfeeling of outrage at -their equally 
insipid oppressors was hard to come by. 
~ In The Trial of Billy Jack, much of the ,same 
sophomoric dialogue and gimmicky filming that 
characterized its predecessor remains; but, despite ....._ 
its flaws, The Trial of Billy Jack is a fine, 
devastating film. It is one of the few American 
films in years to passionately indict the corrupt, 
anti-human .system that prevails in our land. It is 
true that the film-makers (it was directed by Frank 
Laughlin under tlJ,e aegis· of Taylor-Laughlin 
Productions) over-do their atta-ck on the 
government and the small people .that support 'it in 
silence, and, by. trying to name too many 
symptoms, take attention ·away from the cause; 
but, in their favor, I must say that although their 
attack is less forceful for its diversification, the 
raw energy of their protest is not lost. . 
I don't know if it's b~_cause we're too close in 
time to tlie Viet Nam War, Wounded Knee, the 




l To be drown 
at the bar 
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By Judy Simpson 
"Toinette", a highly 
entertaining musical comedy, is 
being presented _hy the Ithaca 
College Public Theater on_ 
November 14, 15, 16 in the East 
Terrace dining hall at 8: 15 P.M. 
J .I. Rodale's fresh approach 
to Moliere's already distinctive 
play, "Le Malade lmaginaii:e'~ 
gives the play .a new lift; and the 
music and lyrics by Deed Meyer 
set the -audience swaying ·md 
foot tappinJ,_. The play is set in 
1961 but the music reflects ':h~ 
style of vaudeville .. 
Goodgold. Argan,· the 
hypochondriac, is played "by 
Aaron Lustig. The-- other 
members of the cast are: Vinny 
Telesco as Beralde, Sally 
Kadison as Beline, Cindi Doner 
as Angelique, ·Peter Randazzo as 
Cleante, Daro! . Hurd, -Mark 
Redanty, John Swain and Ed 
Simone as the two conniving 
quack doctors, . and a _ surprise 
appearance by Roy Edroso. 
DaVid Rodale is director and 
choreographer ~f '."foinette"•Tho 
'musical accompaniment is done 
l,y Nancy.and An~tew Rubinoff: 
llr. Rubinoff _has also designelJ · 
the .set and lighting and executed 
the construction of both. 
12 Not concerned with 
ethic,s _ 
14 Mars~ plant 
15 Activities 
coordination 
17 81bl 1cal narr1e 
10 Soviet ooht1c1an 
20 Spore sac, 
21 Places: Lat. 
23 -Easy • 
24 Baseba 11 tenn 
25 Not suitable 
27 '.et H · stand 




34 Shel lffsh 
36 · llet 1th resorts 
37 11offlbl$tlc sPee:h ~ 
41-N,p . 
45 Narr,tfve P0ffl 
41ilbnan'~-
48 - Hall 
. . University 
49 Type of 11111P 
reason or another, American film-makers have 
shied away from these topics; maybe it's because 
most American film makers are to<;> far away from 
these areas,._ Catastrophic pictures . (Earthquake, 
Poseidon Adventwe ... ) are big- business because 
they show people in stress situations. combatting 
nature and their own powers of will. But these 
films aiways take-'.-place in extraordinary· situations 
pf physical disaster - ·societal and psychicdisaster 
are quite another thing; they're nof easy to get a 
grip on, ~d, ·more importantly, the big money 
that controls our film industry is none too excited 
about financing .scripts that speak out against the 
brutal system that they are entwined in. · 
The Trial of Billy ·Jack is flawed 'throughout by 
poor acting, by ridiculous dialogue that sounds 
like it was copied ·from some kind of 
S.D.S./Gestalt Therapy Primer, but still I have to 
commend this film. Delores Taylor (who plays 
Jean Roberts, thl! founder of the freedom School) 
and her husband Tom :-Laughlin produced the 
movie independent of the major studios, they tried 
damn hard to _convey ~ sense of outrage at 
injustice, and, even though their philosophy of 
peace and ''a center of being" is sometimes shaky' 
they are never pretentious. Even though I cringe·at 
how some of their'ihdictments are presented, these 
pe-ople have treated' our American tragedy in a 
__ . serious way; and, altho!Jgh th,ey-are ~en-ibly n.aive 
• sometimes, they are als'o ,incredibly bold • like any ' 
rebel, like ariy human being, they are occasionally 
very stupid, occasionally very bright and heroic. 
The 1"rial of Billy Jack is at The Strand Theater. 
DOWN 
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... a.Extinct bird 
· 9· Auk genus 
10 Engll_sh novelist 
11 Athletes f'll"k' and 
- 1amny• 
13' OP.structl ,e insect 
14 lia1rlike 
. . projections - _ 
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.. ·: ·. ' 5l l~ •asure_-lpl • .) The major· role of To1nette, 
the maid who gets involved jn all 
the little -subplots of the· play, is 1 
po_rtray'e~ by Carol Lee, 
. Tickets . are on- sale at the 
Egbert Uniod ·for.75 cents. They . 
are also available at the 'door. 
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F-if sl Rate Produ&tion 
~y Leah Fackos 
Are you one of ~he people who envies the life 
of little kids because of their ability to grasp and 
respond to things merely for what .they are? Do 
you long to return to a state of having not been 
blessed (?) with the thought-provoking world of ' 
symbolism, so that you are able to let things be 
and experience them in this state of being? Do you 
seek to partake of one such experience? Then this 
week's offering ·of Foxcodd on the Main stage of 
the Dillingham Center for the Performing Arts is 
just the lifting .experience you're looking for. 
Foxcodd, by _IC seniors Ted Enik and ·Kip Rosser, 
had its Woijd Premiere performance this past 
Tuesday night, and was more than well received by 
the audience on hand. _ 
The play is. an experience, a humorous one. It 
has a mood, language and style of its own that 
seems to flow freely with just the right avenues to 
vent its laughable· qualities. The plot centers on a 
candy store owner trying to close his store, but by 
the end of the show one really begins to question 
the need to keep track of the· pfot at all; it seems 
to take care of itself_ from one incident to the 
next. I tend to feel that the play had no hidden 
message,.but rather is meant to be enjoyed at face 
value. And, with the structure that the playwrights 
and·· director have set up its very easy to do just 
that. 
The set design of Donald Creason was superb. 
There however, was a problem in staging the 
floating airiness so necessary to the ending. 
Although the set and lighting did its best to 
acheive this effect, it .fell short because of the 
acting during this sequence. 
Record R-eview 
There was a great deal of acting talent exhibted 
·on stage .. ~ · Perrone as Sobin . Carenes was 
exeptional: He seemed to posess just the right 
combination of anger, frustration and comic flair. 
He deserves the plaudits of 'all. Each of the cast 
members gave· commendable portrayals. Not to go 
unmentioned, however, were the p_erformances of 
Diane Katz, Bar~ara,Selden, Stewart Schneck, and 
Steve Vance. 
The original· music of Peter Mac Beth was very 
well suited to the play. It's execution .was also very 
effectively handled, with the varied blending of 
instruments. . -
Director Jim Lauricella did ·a great job in 
casting his characters. This reviewer Qnly wishes 
thllt the language of the play could have been• 
brought out a bit.more·. It seemed that some of the 
lines were lost in delivery, and invariably the 
humor of them. But, the production is first rate 
ooth on and off stage, so it is very easy to 
overlook it's inadequacies. .. 
Foxcodd is a play that you perhaps won't 
understand, because you're trying too hard to 
make sense out of it. If you just let it happen, 
you'll laugh with enjoyment. The play has the 
potential of some very painful humor and it's a-
shame that some people might not 'be able to 
elevate themselves to the occasion of transcending 
it. Foxcodd is at times a funny, ha-ha play; at 
other times a funny, weird play; but it is definitely 
funny in a different sort of way all the time. 
Foxcodd is IC's entry in the American College 
Theatre Festival. It's an excellent production, but 
its chances ·or winning are certainly limited. I don't 
feel the ACTF will be able to 
0
fit it into a specific 
theatrical category for judging purposes. But, 
that's their ,loss. 
Starlight, Star Bright 
By Michael Beecher who has been raised in the media music strait 
jacket. 
With the broadcasting media playing a powerful In early 1972, Ken Loggins and Jim Messina 
part in our lives every day, it is becoming collaborated on an album called Sittin' In. Many 
increasingly difficult to tell whether a certain rock people like myself ran across this album quite by 
performer or album is "good". Every day, we are accident. I first heard it playing on a friend's 
bombarded with music on the radio and 'television stereo and decided it was a great album 
that fall within the definition of a "hit". Some of (coincidentally, it was doing quite well on the• 
it is pleasant; that is, "'"it h~s a good beat and it's charts). Here were two fellows I had never heard 
easy to dance to," which may so~nd a little silly of before with a new kind of sound that I liked, 
and cliched, but many of us still use that criterion and for once I had made the dt!cision entirely on 
when deciding what records we will buy. A great my own. For once the radio agreed with me, not 
percentage of the music we hear on the radio is-the me -with the radio. Soon after this discovery was 
manufactured hit: music that is aired because it is made, two or three songs off the. album became 
by_ a well-known performer, such as Elton John, or hits, and Loggins and Messina were superstl!,rs:We 
becuase it has a special appeal, a gimmick that will all waited in an.ticipation for the next album. It 
sell. The glitter rockers' gimmick is not so much was titled, humbly enough, Loggins and Messina, 
the quality of the music being performed, but and it was good, but not quite as spectacular as the 
rather the bisexual clothing, the six-inch platform first album. Still, it became a hit album, and in our 
shoes and carefully worn cobra. These performers eyes Loggins and Messina were still A-0.K. Then 
do w;ll because freak shows always gather a large came Full Sail,· an album that in just about 
crowd <;>f gawkers.· . · everyone's opinion didn't quite make it. And yet, 
There is another category of rock music which Loggins and Messina managed to chalk up two 
covers a shockingly large percentage-. The music more hit singles. Somehow, in spite of the 
that is well written and well performed, but that disappointment and the decline in quality, 
never becomes popular. Why? The answer to this something deep inside our brains told us they were 
can be found by asking yet another question: Who still superstars. That something, friends, was none 
decides what songs will be played on the radio and other than years of media brainwashing telling us, 
why? Sadly enough, much of the time it is the-job "If it's a hit, then it is good." A live album was 
of the record company executive to decide 'Y{hat released, and now we are faced with Loggins and 
songs will become singles, and you can bet that Messina's fourth studio album, Motherlode. 
when this decision is ··made, it is not pure Listening to it 'the first time all the way through, I -
straight-from-the-heart goodness and an_ honest-·· found it to be a very ple"asant album. As always, it 
desire to help a talented m:usician that is is musically tight, with plenty of variety from 
considered .. The question that mj:>re frequently some good foot tapping music in "Growing and 
pops i.nto t):tat record company-exec's mind is, Changes", to the fine ballads that Kenny Loggins 
"Will it make money?" - seems to have a knack for writing. Jim Messina's 
How then, in a world where the popular music mandolin ·playing stands out -°in this album, 
business is ruled by the dollar sign, can· we especially in "Be Free", a haunting Greek styled 
honestly decide whether a song is goe5d or ba8 melody, while "Time to Space" is nothing short of 
when we are being brainwashed twenty-four hours beautiful: And yet in spite of all the beauty there 
a· day by disc jockeys who say that it is good? Our is stilt' a bad taste in my m o u t h( or ears, if you 
musical tastes hav:e been spoon-fed t.o us. This . will). There seems to be a sameness, a format in 
brings us back to the original .question: Why do this album that has also been evident in the 
· sonie fine ·performers· never m~ke it? Answer:. previous. ones.' Once again there is the obligatory 
Because their music lacks that well-lcnown name, long cut,, with lengthy jamming.in the middle. (as 
-and that certain something that will make itjuinp - . in · .. "~ame ·Old .. Wine", "Angry Eyes'", and 
,up to -number three on the· charf:with·a bull~t. '"Pathways t~ Glory..'..'); and once- again we are 
,·There 'are -a·· few'· so called "progressive". r9ck. force·ato sit through another Jim Messina ·pseudo:. 
stations where_ you :will ·fi.04-""a few'enterprisingjl~c . calypso-regpe .. tune- called "Lately My Love", 
·. jockeys-who,will. throw in-an occasionat .. "B~t~orf:· somewhat. r_eritµiiscerit of "Lahaina". I .-cannot. 
.and. Rodney'\" or .som~ne even less known;.- but honest!~ say that I_. beli~e. this is _a good album,-
. e'/_eJJ. t.~Y:are ·~ot compJ~tely fte~ ~rom .. t~ power .. , ~JDetf:ung ~~ ~e t~t 1t is s.ood, ~t is it really 
. , of-meclii;.=brajn~hilig. ·~~·of~~:~IUU\=.~o_t~ thete· ·. '. -me, ~.r.J~t a tmQy yo1ce coming from the speaker 
. ·. ·_, .. i(&!~_\wc,».~~·=-n,ll;SiC::~tor <m: __ the: sta~on of DlY. transist~r radio~., : · '· ., : . .. 
. :;;,r~1,~.'- _,_<_._:_\;;U./:r{;::;~'._; )::_::{:>).~~~:·: .· :~: .. : . /-::, .. ~=- : . . , 
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ITNAFlltkS 
By Sani Milgrim 
Du_ring most of my ~hildhood, it was a 
customary occurence to wake up early Saturday 
morning to watch the tube. More times than not, 
watching>t fhe tube on that Saturday meant 
watching an AJ?bott and Costello film. Well, this 
Thursday and Friday at lthaflicks, these times are 
back. On Thursday the 14th and Friday the 15th, 
an Abbott and Costello double feature comes to 
I.C. 
The films, The Time of Their Lives. and· Abbott 
and Costello in The Foreign Legion, are by no 
means their best, but they are fair Abbott and 
Costello attempts with some great slapstick. It is 
the kind of slapstick that only they can get away 
with. The Time Of Their Lives deals with ghosts. 
(Lou Costello and Marjorie Reynolda) and the 
tricks they play on a group of very rormal people,, 
led by Bud Abbott, who decides to spend the 
night in a restored colonial mansion, All would be 
well except that Costello and his friend feel that 
their deaths (lwttg as trai~ors during the I 
r_evolution) were unjust and that they must clear 1 
themselves at the expense of the guests sta.y.ing in i 
the mansion. The results are very amusing. 
Abbott and Costello in the Foreign Legion is 
obviously one of their later efforts and frankly, it's 
a bit thin; but it is funny none-the-less. The film 
basically follows the team as they go from New 
York to the Foreign Legion in search of an Arab 
wrestler. A!; unbeliveable as the whole thing is, 
there are some good lines and amusing sight gags 
which make the film worthwhile. 
The- Abbott and Costello film festival will be 
presented on Thursday at 9:30 and Friday at 7:00 
and 9:30 in Tl 02. Admission will be $.50. 
There can be little doubt that Fellini's Satyricon 
is one of the most interesting films ever made. 
Historically, the (ilm is an adaptation of 
Petronius's Satyricon. PetrC>nius wrote it as an 
account of what went on in Nero's court. He used 
it as blackmail for his own protection in case he 
ever fell out of Nero's favor. Basically what Fellini 
has done is put this fascinating story on film. It 
really is not only an insight into the Romans~ it is 
an insight into man. 
Fellini's Satyricon will be presented on Saturday 
and Sunday at 7:00 and 9:30 in Tl02 for $.75. 
Also coming up at the lthaflicks after 
Thanksgiving break: The lpcress File, King of 
Hearts and a chance to tell the SAB film 
committee what you want to see. A booth will be 
set up in the union after vacation, so head on 
down and cast a vote for your favorite film. j 
Music Box 
Mus,c for voice and recorders will be. presented by 
Leslie Rivkin at 4:30 P.M. Thursday (Nov. 14). She will 
be accompanled by Charles Davidson and other 
instrumentalists. · 
Mu Phi Epsilon, national music sorority, will hold its 
annual fall recital at 8:15 P.M. Thursday. Taking part are 
the members·ot the Ithaca College Lambda chapter. 
Student recitalists appearing at 1 P.M. Friday are Neil 
Harding, voice, Ellie Smith, flute, William Harris, clan net, 
Jacqueline Stern, cello, Steve Mathieson and Robert 
Patterson, kettledrums, and a string· bass quarter 
comprised of Chris Neubert, George Ploska, Joseph 
Karwacki and Ed Liberatore. 
A cello recital will be given at 2 P.M. Saturday (Nov. 
16) by Sera Williams. 
Kathleen Nagy wlll present her senior horn recital at 4 
P.M. Saturday In the music auditorium. 
Music for bassoon· will be played In recital by Edward 
Wadln, an Ithaca College.graduate student, at the School 
of Music Fr1day, Nov. 15. The 8:15 P.M. concert, free to 
the public, I~ being presented in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for .a Master of Music degree. 
Wadln will be assisted by Glenn Guiles, oboe, and 
Sharon Abel on piano and harpsichord In the program, 
which includes Concerto In A minor for bassoon and 
cembalo t,y Vivaldi, Sonatas for Bassoon and Piano by 
5alnt-Saens and Hindemith, Trio pour piano, hautbois et 
basson by Poulenc. 
Un111••• mlllk: from a WHl collec:tlon of Instruments 
aatheNd· front alt ow•r tll• world, will Ila. flqnt' In a 
concert at ·wan., l'orcl Hall Sanday, Now, 17 al Isl I P.M. 
The performance; featuring Nexus. Is the flrlt of llx 
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Admiriistrative SWAP· 
"Ithaca College's Hanad-Type · · 
Exp_erimen~'... In response to the 
publicity the College is rec~iving, 
a statement was - released on 
Tuesday night by- Gus Perialas. ·It 
can be found on page of this 
Ithaca College does not sanction cohabitation in its residential 
program. Any experiments involving cohabitation is considered by 
the College to be a violation of housing regulations regarding room 
assignments. As Vice President for S~udent arui Campus Affairs, I 
order that all students adhere to these regulations. 
The housing regulations of Ithaca College provide (or coeducation 
in several ways thfOughout the campus. There is coeducation by 
alternate floor, by wing and by alternate rooms. There is, however, 
'no.provision in its regulations for cohabitation by roo~. 
Failure on the part of any student to comply with this order will 
result in prosecution under the Ithaca College Judicial Code, Section 
1.1.1 - "failure to comply with legitimate r~quests of a College 
official," and Section 2.3.4 - "room changes are allowed only with 
the permission ... of the resident's Area Coordinator." 
Constantine A. Perialas 
Vice President for Stqdent and Campus Affairs 
News Feed 
This is the story as was fed to various media disseminators: 
At Ithaca College, on group of students has decided to try 
something different in the way they live. About fifty 
students ... males and females are exchanging roommates for a week. 
But how they're doing it has college officials angry ... and some 
parents worried. The students are doing it all as an experiment, and 
no one is being forced to participate, and no one has to live with a 
member of the opposite sex. Here's how the plan works: The 
students desiring cohabitation put their names in a hat, one for the 
guys and one for the girls. Then, two names were drawn ... one guy, 
and one girl...and the two are to live together for a week. The 
arrangement has college housing officials angry because they say 
they are suppossed· to have total control of all living situations on 
the campus. So far the college has refused official comment on the 
living experiment. But the· students i~volved stress that the plan ·is 
envisioned strictly as a platonic sort of relationship. Ithaca College 
has a total student population of about four thousand. 
Charles Kevett 
News Director of I 
Vice-President Gus Perialas 
. ~ :. ,' . -
(contir,ued (1'om pa,e one} 
·,Code, section 2.3.4, concerning 
. room changes wi,thin the dorm 
and outside the dorm, Anton 
sees the possibility · of the 
College prosecuting s~udents for 
failure to comply with . such 
rules. Yet he does not see the 
~xpeiiment 'as a failure to 
comply with the law, as the 
·· experiment does not concem 
permanent room changes, 
rather, visitation for a week: 
,:'There is also a New York State 
. Cohabitation Law dating from 
the ea~ly eighteen hundreds 
concerning that two people that· 
are not married cannot live 
together. These are all felt to be 
held as possible accusations used 
against Landon Hall, according 




In the past few days, news of 
et-:'!t:!1 the Landon H~ experiment was 
paper, . 
The issuance of this order to 
adhere · to judi~ial regulations 
brought about a meeting held 
later Tuesday evening, .at which 
time t~re was an attempt made 
to. get the experi~ent back into 
perspective. The possibility of 
detrimental effects on the· 
College's image was considered 
as an important decision not to 
be taken lightly. , 
In response to the pressure 
. and publicity, Landon ·Hall.held 
· a press conference Wednesday 
morning · with WICB radio, the 
Ithaca Journal, arid the Ithacan. 
"We -issued this so that the 
college will understand what the 
interests of the students in 
SW AP a;e." I feel that "In all -
the meetings that Housing had 
to stop'SWAP, they ·never asked 
why it was happening and how it 
was going", said Dave Anton. 
The SW AP press release can 
be found elsewhere in this issue. 
Anton,· speaking at the 
conference also said, "Our 
intention is not aimed'at the rest 
of the campus or the outside. 
What happens outside is our 
concern, but not our objective." 
Perialas, when · questioned 
first spread to radio and 
television stations in the area, 
and · to the United Press 
International and Associated 
~~~
191 Press by Charles K3\ett, news . 
about his reaction to th~ 
decision by Landon to postpone 
SWAP, had no comment, as he 
felt that no comment could be ~~~· director of IC-TV. In some cases 
'I!-~~ the objectives of. the program 
. were exaggerated and 
· misinterpreted, coining the plan, 
made until the statement 
released by Landon goes through 
the proper channe]J;. 
__________ ...;__ ______ _ Op~n Colle_ge Hypothetical 
Courses Foxcodd 
(continued from page s.rx) 
that it is, indeed, "filled with 
unusual things and unusual 
combinations of things." 
The two writers ·hope their 
work won't be classified as 
"Absurdist." As Kip explains, 
"All it really is, is a play with its 
roots in situation-comedy with a 
new language. The situation is 
out of the ordinary and the 
language is a decoration to the 
situation." As a mood piece, 
Foxcodd is to be relaxing and 
the language accentuates the 
relaxation. "It helps project how 
comfortable the characters are," 
adds Kip, "so it's not so much 
what they say, but how U1ey say 
it. · It's a happier language, 
because it offers more tQ have 
fun with." 
The authors propose tl:iat 
Foxcodd is not a "ha-ha, funny 
play," but one which the 
audience should sit and smile 
through-out, and come away 
from "feeling _ten pounds 
· Jighter." 
Following the tirst public 
performance of their play,. the 
authors report that they were 
"really pleased" with the 
audience reaction and were 
happy that the audience had 
floated along with Foxcodd. Ted 
smiles. "It caught on." 
. l·:t'l<<J/'1-.. I.\' /.\J/'()/("f:, 
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I.C. are in serious trouble." 
The special sub-committee 
At its meeting Tuesday night will include members of the 
the Community Health · and Community Health and Safety 
Safety Committee announced Committee and students 
the creation of ' a special th r·o ugh out the college 
sub-committee to deal with community.· Shmikler said the 
communication on the l.C. committee will report _back to 
campus. The special- the student congress in late 
sub-committee will concern January, 1975. Shmikler said a 
itself with how the students are chairperson for the special 
served by the various media on sub-committee will be named 
c a m p u s a n d m a k e early next week. 
recommendations on ways tlie In o t h e r n e w s t h e 
media can better serve the· Community Health. and' Safety 
college community. Chairman of_ Committee met Tuesday with 
the Community Health and Don Runyon and M.B. Jones to 
Safety Committee, Sam- discuss campus security and 
Shmikler, said, "too often housing problems. Shmikler 
students at this college feel that termed the talks "very 
their views and those of the productive" and said· the 
administration are uof being committee will meet next 
heard. With o u t pro per Tuesday to present spec~fic 
communication, all efforts to proposals to the Housing and 
imp~ove ~he quality of life at Dining Com~ittee.' 
r·---------------------------~-----~-i 1 l"""'1 MISTIII N•T 1 w ~ ! Q! The Best u11 i 
~~ of Coffee 1 
MJS..r in Town 1
11 JMSOUIIIIIIANW Don&d:. • ., ,.._ v1Lu,1 caa, I 
at (Olllllllllrt (~-S I 
OPEN 6-00 a.m. •··11 :00 p.m. 7 D~VS I 
. I 
·---------------------------~----------, 
By Peter Pocock 
Unknown to a large segment 
of the IC student population, a 
significant amount of courses 
that will be offered in the Spring 
have just come out from Joo 
Hall. Here are just a few of the 
goodies: . 
Ecological Redistribution 334 -
Prof. Emil Poli cay. 
· This course provides the 
student with the unique ability 
to transplant different flora and 
assorted shru9s around the 
campus. Special emphasis is 
added to the first weekend in 
0 c t o b e -r f o r f I 6 w e r 
arrangements. , 
Personal Appearance for 
Business Management Prof. Wm. 
Murphy ' 
Learn how big business 
executives dress from the 
fa~hion plate of Ithaca College. 
"Murph" wears today what GM 
and Ford executives will be 
wearing in 1980. Prerequisite: 
One well worn suit and unshaven 
face · 
Bookkeeping for Fun and 
Profit 403 Prof. A. Massa. 
This senior level seminar is 
open to accounting majors only 
who wish to pursue the art of 
balancing corporate books. 
Prerequisite: Athletic ,ability to 
juggle books and figures at the. 
same time. · 
{contin,ued on pa~ e!ghteen) 
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The ~wap program (switch with another ·person) is designed to 
enhance community spirit. The objective was to get to know other 
individu~ within the dorm. The poss1bility of· moving to another 
floor and/9r wing in the dorm; the deyeloping closeness ·of the 
individuals involved helped to . facilitate the development of 
community feeling in the dorm. This meth6d of getting-to know··one 
another. was seen as the ·lnost positive implementation of the dorm's . 
· "Living and Learning"_ philosophy'.- We want you to understand 1hat 
this-is a voluntary operation, where participating individuals elect to 
trade roommates, randomly chosen, for a-one-week period with the 
option of choosing a roommate of one's own sex or having the sex 
randomly chosen. We believe that the decision to continue this 
program belongs to the individuals involved. This program has been 
'instituted solely as a means of developing a community spirit ~~hin 
the dorm; it is indep~ndent of the college administration. Through 
various media reports, the swap program has been described as a 
"Harrad,type"· experiment. This is not true. The swae. program is not 
related to any kind·ofsexual experimentation; it's sole purpose is to 
get to know people as people regardless of their sex. 
We believe that media accounts have distorted the facts, and put 
unneccessary pressure on both Ithaca College and the Landon Hall 
community. ,The accounts, unfortunately, were misleading due to 
misinformation. 
In light of these misleading media accounts, the Vice-Presiden_t 
memo concerning the affair, and the internal feelings of the 
community in. relation to the outside pressure, the individuals 
involved in swap have decided on the· following line of action. The 
swap program has been postponed, not stopped. The individuals_ 
involved have expressed their intention to determine the future of 
the swap program through available legal channels. In no way has the 
program been terminated, but because of the concern of the 
individuals for the welfare of'the College, it (the swap program) has 
been temporarily discontinued in order to relieve the pressure upon 
the college and the individuals involved, to resolve- the issue through 
legal channels, and to educate the College community ·about the 
true goals of SW AP. · · 
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It's only $5~ 
Fellini's 
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(' By Chicly Schwartz 
The concert, planned to start at seven, began 
almost an hour late when the restless audience 
began yelling and stomping,resulting in Toni 
·Rush's emergence . 
. Rush, a folky balladeer, played many tunes 
that his audience recognized from his albums from 
the early seventies. That was the calm, sentimental 
Rush. Bµt at least a good half of his set was 
·backed by the Boston-based group, Orphan, who 
recently released their album, More Orphan Than 
Not. This showed Rush as the.electrifitjd, cynical 
social commentator. He was much more effecfr~e 
this way, I felt, and he certainly did his job in 
warming up the audience for the main. group, 
Loggins and Messina. I saw the recognizable style 
of David Bromberg in some of -his music, an 
influence passw on from his early album, Tom.·-
Rush, on which Bromberg appeared; Rush's latest 
album, Ladies Love Outlaws, shows the change 
from his well-known quiet style to the P"W.erful 
guitar picking and vocals demonstrated at the 
concert. 
The crowd enjoyed Rush, but what they 
wanted to see was the· group they had paid _dearly 
for, Loggins and Messina. 
Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina entered on 
stage together, warmly greeted ·by their excited· 
audience. 
- Virtually immediately they broke into a medley 
of their well-known songs from Sittin In, Loggins 
and Messina, and Full Sail. They played practically 
all of the songs that were ~xpected of tht'!m, 
including, "Your Mama Don't Dance", "Holiday 
Hotel", "Nobody But You", and "Back to 
Photo by Scott MalloryGeorgia". They ke~t satisfying th.eir fans with a Kenny Loggins 
I IHI\\\ TO 
• 
combination of country-rock, folk-rock, rock 'n 
roll, and calypso-rock; but unfortunately they 
emphasized some much more than others. A good 
portion of their sets were calypso-rock selections 
from their new album released two weeks ago, 
called Mother Lode, which l think they plugged 
too much. 
Their back-up combo, composed of Al Garth 
on violin and horns, Merel Bergante on drums, Jon 
Clarke on flute and horns, Larry Sims on bass and 
background vocals, and Michael Omartian on 
organ, was superb. Mill OUTLET / 'TJj ~: 
l(~L()THES 
_l(~ELLAR 
//,, //1/'/'} /Ill\// "I~ IHUJSllf..l'/I.J:.,.' 
""' // I\\.< U/:/J/'J:<)}·_...._..__. '/()/'.\ 
I 1,,,111,11111, ( "'' 11/1111, \f,,,, Storr I j() I-JL1/ S/11/1· 
I was happy with all of the selections they 
played, yet I didn't think their choice in songs 
showed the full range of their music. They started 
up-tempo too early in the evening to please me, 
and therefore did not play many of their quieter 
and sentimental songs, such as "Danny's Song" 
and !'Whiskey". 
All in all, the concert was good. Everything that 
was performed came across wi;ll; only the missing 
aforementioned items kept it from being 
outstanding. Also, having seen Loggins and 
Messina three times before, it seemed like they 
knew that I had been there many times before. 
And so, what they gave to me was, in general, -an 
·hour of their greatest hits, give or take a few. 
Student Government T_ravel Bureau 
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*include~ kitchenette~ 1n room. 
Trip,Jncludes: 
'J. Roundtrip Air Transportation. 
2. Roundtr-ip bus tr-ans~ers hetween 
Airport and_··HoteL 3. Hotel Tax 
4. Gratuities for Bellmen, 
I -
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JQnuary 4-11 $436 
Trip _includes: 
1. Roundtrip Air 
2. Breakfast and 
each day. 
Dinner 
3 .. Tran&fers between 
Airpor·t .and Ho.tel. 
-- J ' • • 
Plus Added Specials/ 
I 
-see us 
-Look for l'ravel Bmeau.tahle in Uni9n next week 
and aftN vacati~n .. 
-Hoom ~till m·ailable fol'·Thanks~vin~ Slmlll" lo 
l\l'w York Cit~-: . 
, -For irafonnation call 2,..J.3377. or X:J37i ' 
. ,' ' . . ,. . . . " : L---..;.._-~-----~-_.;;.'"---~-----~----~---- ..... 
,; . ), . ' 
. ' '.4..'. 
-~·-: . 
- -
··- ·r~voy11r(ls .. , tiump/Jant '\-
. . . ~ '. . 
of escaping the· curse. . 
Costumes were colorful and appropriate. The 
chorus . did a fine job of creating their own 
By Andy Friedman · characters i"nstead of just dotting the stage and ~ or ~ into the set as SQ often l!.<!PPCJU!. 
Those who missed the production, nu.ssea a 
delightful excursion into the comic world of 
Gilbert and Sullivan and should take.~ of their 
. n~xt productions, to be staged early next semester. 
Ruthven .j,,Ulgillroyd · had·]l~_d· · 
to escape· the curie ·upon his head 
It feli-on his younger b"rother, Mtho 
was ePil.:fhrough and ·through.:. · 
was ev'"il t'hrough and through. 
A stmple, man, yet bashful, he . 
coultln 't aJk his love, Rose, as a bride-to-be 
Hfr foster brother, returned from the sea 
1 would fix thNwo up, th'e'y did.agree 
But his brother. Dick, fd.l in.love with she 
and~expQsed poorRuthvenas the true evil 
'. ·baron ofRuddigore! · · . 
So his younger brother Des, in a,bit of a-hurry, 
being 'uncursed' and a bit of a hurry, 
marries his·girl, Mad Margarei. · 
Sir 'Ruthven is an 'evii baron"u a·phony 
And a threat of death in terrible agony 
is promised by the ancestors' por,traits On the WQ//. 
The girl he snatchei trying to please.the Ruddigores 
is one'ihat Sir·Rod, the most evil, once had a heart for! 
He steps out of his portrait in tire alcove · . 
and begins to ta/~ of his long suppressed love. 
Sir Ruthven thinks up a solution (quite feeble) 
but it' turns the portraits back into people, 
And everyone marries at the end of the show-
Tlie evil crimes have to be committea never 
again. Everyone's dancing and happy and so 
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-Can't decide which 
··way to go? 
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Just about everyone involved with the 
Savoyards' production of Ruddigore last weekend 
shoul_d be commended. The cast carried a fine 
script, amusing music and often hysterical lyrics, 
and carried them well; adding bits and pieces of 
their own- under Beatrice MacLeod's direction and 
blocking. One exp~cially amusing piece of schtick 
cxx:urred in the second act in the portrait gallery. · 
When the ancestors learned that what Robin did 
for an evil deed \\00 to-rm<e a wrong entry on his 
income tax form, one of his ancestors, dressed as 
the Pope, turned to the audience, flashed the V for 
THE EdGROll EXPRESS 
-- victory sign on both hands, grinned from ear to ear 
an.! said, ~Nothing wrong with that at all' in a 
voice that sounded suspiciously like Nixon. 
Characterizations were real, with the UefiRitely 
needed flair of those characters involved in a farce. 
Everyone overacted, which helped Carol Skinner 
in her role of Mad Margaret, but not enough. She 
was a bit too restrained and not quite as wild as 
she should have been. Robert Lawson in . the 
demanding role of-Sir Robin Murgatroyd did a fine 
job and was well cast. His voice"and actions were 
both enjoyable.. His old sidekick Adam, 
portrayed b; Joshua Sippen,was the perfect bent-
over piece of human comedy used in all farces -
the bit part that causes the audience to laugh just 
by the way he talks or speaks. 
Robin Hansen as Rose Maybud, the gorgeous 
village maiden and the desire of I Ruthven 
Murgatroyd, fell below· expectations and at times 
was quite annoying. Her voice was often drowned-
out by the orchestra, while her characterization of 
the part and her movements were· stilted and 
seemed out of place. 
Not so with Ivor Francis as the foster brother. 
As a sailor, he brought all the gusto and booming 
flavor .of ~a man at sea to l,tis part. The audience 
applauded as he romped his way through the play, 
even hiSSHtg him when he exposed Robin's s~:,ret 
T H E -PI ace 
t o m a k. e Y ,0 U R 
.. -· . 
F r _t: n c h 
·CONNECTION 
.H9 ('()I.LEGE A VE. 
'·. 
C-.o I I e g et ow n ·. s 
NEW 
IN SPOT 
Bt·t·r. on · Tap 
Drir..h 
Imported 
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STONE HOUSE INN 
1457 E.SHORE· DR. 
Chinese American Dinners 
Sunday Chinese Buffet $5.95 
(all you can eat) 
273-2240 
-Arrives nightly at I.C 








Bookstore Coloring Contest: 
ls{pr,ze - Rufi, Ann Noland 
-2nd prize Jane M enzin 
Jrd prize - Lori King 
Come 
E \ t> r yo n t.' w ho 
. & t> n h· r t> d w i 11 
... ~: . gt't a prize. 
to tht> Book~tort> 
to pick it l,lp . 
SPORTS 
...... 
(continued from page one) Lambert Bowl 
fumbling the ball away. The 
Bombers needed only two plays 
to score this time. Flanker Tim 
Nunn tossed a 3 S yard option 
pass to split end Mike Battle, 
and Remick ran for the final 27 
yards powering his way all the 
way into the end zone. 
Needed Only Four Plays 
IC needed only four plays for 
their third touch down. Remick 
scored his second TD of the 
afternoon, capping the drive 
with a 14 yard run. 
A Tiger tum-over resulted in 
IC's fourth touch down. 
Running back Humphrey was hit 
as he attempted to get outside, 
causing the ball to pop loose 
into the air. Defensive end Harry 
Meshirer caught the ball in 
mid-air and ran 14 yards into the 
Tiger end zone for the six 
pointer. 
A Boyes-to-running back, 
Dave. Pitzei:, screen pass gave IC 
its fifth score. Pitzer caught the 
ball in stride, and showed some 
fancy running as he elluded 
would-be tacklers all the way to 
the end zone, running 36 yards. 
For Boyes, that TD pass was his 
14th of the year, and fifteenth 
of his career. The old IC mark 
for TD passes was 13 set by Bob 
Ryan from 1957-59 and equaled 
by Larry Karas from 1960-62. 
Markowick's fifth PAT of the 
DON'T BE ii TURKEY/ 
Trusl your photo's lo 
IIE. JDS C.11'/ER. I SI/OP 
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3 (Gnwenlent LocatiaM 
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COlffiANDVII.U MAU. -
afternoon gave IC a commanding· 
35-3 lead. Bud ended up with 42 
successfut extra point kick~ on 
the year; 20 more than Torn 
Ciccolella's 1972 record output 
He missed only twice all year. 
The Bombers second unit 
came on to produce IC's final 
first half score. · Signal caller 
Fra!k Caufield quickly found 
Battle with a 31 yard scoring 
strike, to give IC a 42-3 lead 
going into the locker room. 
·'· 
Bomber Fumble . -
Early in the third period, a 
Bomb~r fumble at their own 29 
set up RIT's first touch down of 
the game. Tiger signal caller Rich 
Holroyd hit end, End Mike 
D'Avanzo with a 29 yard scoring 
·pass. D'Avanzo grabbed the ball 
and fell just inside the corner 
flag for the score. 
Defense causes and comes up with a key fumble 
IC got it back mid-way in the 
period, as Caufield and Battle 
combined for a 60 yard TD 
bomb and a 48-10 lead. A poor 
snap prevented the extra point. 
The Tigers added their 
final touch down during their 
next series. Following a 29 yard 
pass reception by D' A vanzo, 
which put the ball on the IC 
one, running back Jack Romano 
plunged over for the six points. 
IC kept their scoring parade 
going on their next series. 
Caufield - directed . the longest 
Bomber·drive of the day to eat 
up the clock for the remainder 
of the third period. Running 
back Mike Baier capped · the 
drive running in from eight yards 
out just two plays into the 
fourth period. Dave Piper's extra 
point gave IC a 5 5-17 lead. 
The Bombers added two 
more touch downs in the final 
period on a 20 yard run' by 
reserve running back Jamie 
Pesantez, and a six yard burst by 
Baier, his second TD of the 
afternoon. Pesantez, who came 
into the game with no yardage in 
· just one previous· attempt, 
carried the ball eight times for 
1 O I yards during the second 
Photo by Bruc:e Edelstein 
Jamie Pesantez ·ptats theinoves on a few pursuers 
Sance 1920 
half, including that TD yard run. 
Reserves Played 
"Our reserves really had a 
good chance to play in this 
game;" remarked coach 
Butterfield. ''Frank Caufield did 
a great job running the team 
during the second half." 
The Ithacans have this week 
off, as they await the news on 
their post season 
standing ... Coach Butterfield 
cited his staff of assistants for 
the "superb job they have done 
all year in working with the 
team. They turned in a great 
efforf as a unit, and they more 
than deserve -to. share in the 
success of this season." 
lntraniurals 
Attention intramurals fans. 
Don't miss the Arm Wrestling 
Tourney on Dec. 6 at 7:00 P.M. 
Entrees are due. in the 
Intramural office on Dec. 4. 
Entry blanks are available in the 
intramural office. Don't miss 
this glorious opportunity to 
show off your strength. 
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Two Loca11ons 
1~ E. State SI. Conmunriy ·.Corners,,, 
. / 
.MENU 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
Lunch 
Hot Me11tball Sub 
Sheperd's Pie 
Tossed Tuna·salaCI Plate 
On Hand Cold Sandwich 
THURSDAV,NOVEMBER14 
Lunch 
Hot Dogs and Sauerkraut 
Denver Sandwich 
Old Fashioned Beef Pie 
Egg or Tuna Salad Plate 
Dinner 
Breaded Veal Parmesan 
Beef Stroganoff 
Uver and Onions 
FRID~V.NOVEMBER15 
Luncti 
Flshwl!=h Sandwich with Cole Slaw 
Turkey a la King 
Cold Plate 
Ham and Swiss on Rye 
Dinner 
Baked Meatloaf, Vegetable Gray 
Tuna H°'gle 
Baked E;Jreaded Fish Filets 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16. 
Lunch 
Barbeque Pork on Sesame Bun 
Beef over Noodles 
Scrambled Eggs with Cream Cheese 
Fruit Salad Plate with Sandwiches 
Assorted Salad Sanawlchcs 
Dinner 
Fried Chicken 
Roast Top RounCI of Beef au Jus 












Lox anCI Cream Cheese 
DhJner 





Chill anCI Grilled Cheese Sandwich 
Chill and Cheese and 'Meat Sandwich 
Hoagles 
Sausage and Apples 
Dinner 
Batter Fried Fish 
Chinese Pepper Steak 




ChopStlck Tuna Casserole 





Baked Breaded Pork Chop 




Baked Macaroni ancl Cheese 
Orange Petal Salad Plate 
Hamburgers 
Dinner· Thanksgiving Special 
Frl!mch Onloo Soup 
Turkey with Cornbread Dressing 
Baked Ham 
Dinner 
Veal with Mushrodm Gravy 
Spirals and Sauce 
Cheese omelet 




Special Thanksgiving Desserts 
New England Clam Chowder 
Hot Dog and Hambufger Roast 
Ravioli 
Fruit Plate 
On Hand Cold Sandwich UNUSUAL GIFTS 
the iron shop 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
C.U .S.C.C. Pre~ent~: 
FALL FROLIC Rally 
Sun. No"·· 17th-
Regi~tration 10:30am 
1~1 Car off at 12no<>n 
from C.U."~ 'B' Lot 
272· 5101 
Is your crowd stoe-ing up? 
If you and your lriencis are thirsty 
for something new. hurry up and sloe 
down-with De Kuyrier's Sloe Gin 
De Kuyper's Sloe Gin 1s ;:i different. 
delicious liqueur. flavore.d 1ust sweet 
enough by the sioc berry You can take 
11 on the rocks or mixed with Just about 
anything For delicious proof. see the 
recipes below De Kuyper's Sloe Gin-
"sloe" with an "e ... not a "w" 
De Kuyper S~ Gin. 
'.,_ ______________________________________________ __, 
.. , · .Abominable·Sloeman 
, pour 2 oz. 0e·Kuypei.§toe;Gin 
· over i~e,c.u~e~ ·ir._ a Jal~g.lass. 
Add g1Jig~1 are, Jop w,.th a 
· tw(st of;~ al:ld stir ge~tly. 
. ··Serve with a straw. · · 
. , .\ '_;": .. ' . -
Sloe Ball 
Combine. 1½· QZ. D~ _Kuyper 
Sloe Gin, 9ra11ge juice and the 
·juice of 1t• li~e. Potir over ice 
cubes in tall glass. ·Stir well. 
Gamish with lime wedge._ • 
SloeJoe 
Shake 2 oz. De Kuyper Sloe 
Gin and 1 02. of lemon juice •· 
well with ice. Strain into cock-
tail: glass··or pour· over rocks. 
Garnish with cherry . 
. - . . . . . .. "" ·, '"'" 
''the:itliac~-Noieml>eti_f 'Itit.i'/~;.ge· 1s Mdnllow 2 -·~-J.·c r.· ,--~ .. ;,., ..• _,·,:.. -·-· 
Blatantly Mediocre 
By Kenneth Olin 
Whether or not you have contributed to the 
tremendous success of Bette Midi.er, you must pay 
deference to the talent behind her music. For 
instance, you probably e:K-pect something more 
from her former conductor, pianist and arranger 
than the jingles for MacDonalds commercials and 
Carling Black Label Beer advertisements. Indeed a 
solo album or two from Barry Manilow would be 
more attuned to his previous accomplishments 
than the aforementioned endeavors. Don't expect 
much, though. 
Barry Manilow's second album, Barry Manilow 
II, will be released soon on Bell Records. The title 
itself, no more imaginative than his first album's 
title, Barry Manilow, indicates that his musical 
message will be no more enlightening than his 
commercial messages. Manilow's intentions are, by 
self-admission, very simple. He describes his music 
as "pop" and explains that he wants to bring back 
"intelligent music" by becoming "a little more 
complex, a little more -complicated musically a11d 
lyrically, a little deeper." He claims that he is 
trying to "clean-up" music so that the public will 
get the best. I fail to discern any integrity in his 
formula-- a little of this, a little of that, sterilize it 
and pop music equals intelligent music: 
The material on his new album ranges from 
shin°kicking rock, to show tunes, to shallow 
ballads, and I expect that he will be asked to sing 
on Oscar nomination for "best song" in the near 
future. Rather than attempting to develop a style 
of his own and create unique music, Manilow is 
attempting to please the largest possible audience 
in the limited space alotted to ten songs. Bv doing 
this, the listener's reactions to the album are 
befuddled by the lyrics and may range from 
confusion ("I wanna be somebodys baby, I don't 
want a child of my own"') to complete 
disagreement ("It's hard to make small talk when 
there's nothing to say"), to embarrassment for the 
artist ("she's a great litt·le housewife 
thoughometimes she talks like a fool"), and finally 
intense physical displeasure· ("I almost forgot what 
its like holdin' you near .me at night but now that 
I'm home again you know that I'm home to 
stay!"'). 
It is difficult for- any critic to severely judge a 
piece of work which is blatently mediocre. With 
the now outrageous prices of albums, however, the 
listener's standards must become higher because he 
can no longer afford minimal rewards. The amount 
of money being demanded by recording artists is 
greatly responsible for the increased cost of 
albums, therefore the artist's contribution to the 
music industry must be substantial if he expects us 
to buy his records. Barry Manilow makes no 
contribution to contemporary music by borrowing 
the styles of other mediocre composers such as 
Carly Simon and The Pointer Sisters. Nor does his 
appeal to . banal sensitivity through simplistic 
imitations of other exceptional artist's creations 
help his cause. Unless his criteria for judgement is 
based on the songs of a slick Las Vegas superstar 
like Tom Jones or the tear-jerking nonsense of 
Burt Bacharach, Manilow. has failed -in every 
respect to make music· which is more complex 
and/or meaningful than other ex-ceptional artists 
of today such as Joni Mitchell, Traffic, Boz Sca_ggs, 
and Van Morrison to name but a few of the 
originators of his style. 
For cats who like putting on the ~og 
'' ·:=::.:· :,':;•:f:.' Pi ·1..:.-/~:,l:1·~~.~::,:;~.!f,:•,;f:,=::;~1~,.:..~~• :~: ,:1:::?t>•:(,':(:t~·~:::-~~:~! :}t~",( ,;•.1~~-' 
~ ·- ~ ~ ~ •' , ' , r 
CAN' You. ,J,/~l.P .JbE COi-LEG£ GET 1V ·ct:ASS ? 
.• 
J 
l _____ ...... _...., _____ --
IEM£M81=1< MAT£~ 
71-1£' H£1!VY 'l>RINKERJ. 
UON'r GET 1V eLl1S.s! 
So 8£ tooD MA7eJ 
AND "'&OK''. /1 / 
,gild ..1#.J. CllVO,<i/fl J.~ 
~g,a/1( i)(YJ 'J.,'lfc/0~ : ll:·"Y!f!!/? 
Hypothetical 
Courses 
(continued from page twelve) 
Part and Water Fight Control 
40S Prof. Lou Withiam 
Taught by a ·man with first 
hand -experience, the student 
will learn and retain water fight 
control techniques along with a 
worl~ing . knowledge of party 
control · -0n the IC campus. 
Prerequisite: One night stick and 
water pistol. 
Legislative Harmony 302 
Prof. M. Brownstein and T.A.s 
Andy Telsey and Russ Lyons. 
Ex pl ore the philos·ophical 
a,rguments for legislative 
harmony incorporating the 
politics of compromise. In-class 
demonstrations by T.A.s Telsey 
and Lyons showing the 
effectiveness of such methods. 
Prerequisite: Attend at least 
one Student Congress meeting 
wjihout falling asleep or leaving 
in disgust. 
·~ · .~long with these orthodox 
! c~>Urse off~rings, Dean Ted 
" Baker is upholding the H & S 
t.raditicin by offering 
mini-courses to the entire· IC 
comm~nity. Here are just a few: . 
- Theatre of th·e Absurd A 
politics Department Meeting led 
by Marty.Brownstein:·.. _ 
e " -- ' Antony and Cleopatra 
One of the great love stories 
of all time - the play considered 
by many to be Shakespeare's 
greatest historical tragedy - will 
open on the stage of the Willard 
Straight Theatre on November 
14, when the Cornell University 
Theatre presents Antony and 
Cleopatra as the second in the 
season's Theatre Series. 
Performances continue 'through 
Sunday, l>_lovember 17, and 
Thursday through Saturday, 
November 21-23, with an 8:15 
P.M. curtain. 
Tickets go on sale Thursday, 
November 7, at the Theatre Box 
Office, lower floor of Willard 
Straight Hall, open 3-6:00 P.M., 
Monday-Friday, and a_f-idayers 
Smoke Shop and Egbert Union. 
Call 256-5165 for reservations 
during Box Office hours. 
Scholars place: the writing of 
Antony and Cleopatra in 1607. 
The- romance of the Queen of 
the _Nile and Antony attracted 
many other. writers of 
Shakespeare's time, but critics 
have come to recognize his 
dramatization as greatly superior 
• t_o those -others, most of which 
have sunk iJJto obscutj.ty. The' 
first American production of the · 
play was in 1814 at N~.w York"s 
attracted le~ding tragediennes 
throughout the years. Some. of 
the fafnous actresses to perform 
it are Nell Gwyn, Sarah Siddons, 
Eleanora Duse. and Sarah 
:Oemhardt.. Katherine Cornell 
appeared in a highly-acclaimed · 
production in 1947, and 
Lawrence Olivier and Vivien 
Leigh had great success in the 
two leading roles in 19 51. 
Hollywood has exploited the 
story on two occasionS", with a,.· 
1934 production starring 
Claudette Colbert and, more 
recently, the highly-publicized 
1963 release said to be the most 
costly movie up to that time, 
starring Elizabeth Taylor and 
Richard Burton. 
Drawing his story from 
Plutarch, Shakespeare adhered as 
closely to the facts as any 
historical play has . ever been 
known to do. Some critics have 
found a discrepancy . in the 
character of Antony, · whose 
persoi:iality they ·regard as no 
subject for poetry. The same 
critics, how.~,yer, credited' 
-Shakespe_~witJi:).laving created 
a· cnll,:acter'.· ·that · invited 
sympathy for . Antony. a~d yet -
adliered to the essentials of his. 
nature. The events of the play 
_ cover a span. of ten years, from 
40 B'.C. to 30 B-.C. 
·Antony was· 55 y~ars old·:a~ 
the tin\e of his death in 30.B-C 
has _.aeopafra was.in ,her 39th ye0ar: 
having ruled as ·Egypt's ,qu¢en 
, . -!or 22 y~ars. ~side, from being 
Brown Bag Semin~rs· Learn 
how to choo~e the right brown 
bag for your. bottles. Park Theatre. A-pr'?duction is 
D~monstrat~ons provided by Dr,~ not re~ortled agai~ ·unti 1850, _ 
Ray Kaaret. · "- when it was performed at the 
Italian-American Business 
Ventures in 20th Century. 
America Profs . .f'. Falcon~ arid P. 
· 'Astor.Place Theatre. 
McBRide / · . , 
This COl!rSe tracks the origins 
a n d d e v. e l op m e n t s . o f 
It a Han-American business 
ventures. ln~depth-, analysis· of 
the Mafiosa and La· Cosa Nostra 
is done by the· · student. 
Pr~requisite: 'Knowledge ot 
obscene Italian hand gestures 
. .and"tluency in ·gutter Italian, 
• I 
The · role 'of Cleopatra 
ithacan ~ ';._, t!_ie most exofic. an<l· -romanln; figure. of her time, .she was .. also 
tue.&wed. 
7p1m 
· an._ ·adi:oit -po],iti~ia~'.. -to',. ~aye 
achieved n.tle and · survm:d 
, Rome's co~quest ~- weil ·.as.Jhe -
~ther vitj.ssitudes bf -the power' 
politics_ ofthe ·day·. She ~~oke;t 6 
· ~ll~~ages, · uu:lµding !;:Uuopian, ,.. 
Ara~c; _Troglody:tian,- a Hebrew, 
.· Sjqa~(~eclien,. Parthian{ ..Gr~ek' .· 
:~d:.:E~pti~~;- It, was reported.-
Snow· Tires in Stock.-- that <::.aesar. considered tryini.to 
We're the swil1gies.t place in town .~,Rad···,a1• ae•t~d ~ CAn·······n· 11·-o,:n, a.,.:·:,,,· . ...:~t~ept'.~~.9.patra.:~~-dy{ng,-by · 
.... . -~~ik!rt.o.ne.),_f- a- sect devoted 
Ithaca. New Yor.k . - . · · _.. --~--- : .. · - . -· · · · --.·· -_- ... , ..... :., .;, -. _::ftf)l!C~)'.~oJf!:f~Jii~f~~e~.-
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••• than anyone or anything. Maybe 
If you see It In print you'll really 
believe It. ' 
Lewis 
Dear 011 S1Jlll-
l hope you will learn / In llvlng 
y01tr d1y1, / before endlnO them ••• / 
that the t,lme you spend / defending 
your ways, / could better be spent / 
In amending them. 
Marc 
Third Floor, 
Whenver you want to L.D.A., 
come to the Dungeon. 
To Joan Mareneck • 
Happy 18th Birthday! 
· Loads of Love, 
Andi and &..aurle 
D0nl'fl11, 
Even If you don't come with your 
car, I love you. 
Love, 
Laurie 




We all saw your picture last week, 
and·. we cut a bunch out for our 
scrap.books, 
The Dustin Hoffman Fan Club 
LIZ, __ 
WIii ya.•J cook me rice this 
weekend? Let me know 
9111, 
I love you, are you happy nowrn 
Gooooo:,oooobs, 
I'd love to corn BLANK you. 
Love, 
Anhh 
5 of Diamond• (George)-
Dlamonds are a Olrl'I best friend. 
The Scarecrow 
P.S. Don't wait tit next Halloween to 
find out who I am. 








Dear Little sue, Roommate needed to share beautiful 
Happy Birthday and have a good country apartment,. own bedroom 
year. and peU allo-d. No lease. contact x 
Love, 3306 days and 273·0957 evenings. 
"- Opposite 
Dear Iowa Farmer-
Take care of all the corn over 




All those Interested Jn a course on 
:.rtlflclal Insemination, please contact 
me Immediately. . 
Professor I. Kutcherpeckeroff 
The Ohio Hick · 1-tnppy Birthday, Jerky, 
Clarty 
Debby, 
Ohioans have more fun. Les, dow want to kY·Unc-tilckle? 
Comrade Clutz 
D1111r Pooh and Friend- __ 
Have a Happy Turkey Day. 
Beware of visitors. 
CR 
ATTENTION: Yearbooks will be 
distributed on a first come, first 
served basis In the Student congress 
Office, · 
MadamA-
How about showing yourself? 
Gut course 
Dear Vic, Deb, A--
Prepare . yourself for Saturday 
night. I foresee a long Journey In 
store for us. can't wait. 
Dear Sharon and Ruthie, 
Don't you think It's time ~ou got 
your heads together. 
Dear Tickles, 
Happy Birthday, 





Heard you were dynamite yourself 
last Tuesday night. Also hear you 









Ice cream wlll be 
the t.C. campus 
17th. Talk about 
Rhino 
lfappy Birthday, 
Floor 5, Zootown East 
r.keezy-
Happy Birthday! Hope you had a 
cood trip. Have a good time In Okla. 
Roomle 
BIICkY· - Dear A (allas BB) 
We're stlll pissed off. Who was that strange man I saw In 
Skee;:y-
Shce we cann't talk we have to 
write classlfleds. Happy Birthday. Me and Rhino your bed Tuesday night? 
The Three Stooges 
BOoBoo-
eear sends regard and hopes that 
you have visions of peanut butter 
oreos Instead of magic marken. 
Love, 
Ace 
Much love to the newlyweds In 
Terrace 38, 3rd floor. Grapevine says 
Surfer-
I think you're !Jreat, but t'he Brute 
Is the best! 
Patti and Lisa-
Jesus Christi You know• what 
really pissed us off? Sloe gin! 
Rhino and KIiier 
to watch those Hopkins legs. You Room 31 0-
mlght lose them across the hall. You r11ally ought to turn· up the 
Dear Ithacan, _ 
"The battle's roar Is over" and so 
I'm back, you lucky crazies, you. 
Havoc shall reign! 
Dear "tick· 





Ha 1glng newsweek arcfllnd your 
neck 11on't do the trick, but we'll see 
what we can do, 
Yoh 
Adam, 
Y'lU're ol!e step ahead of me 
(maybe) .but I really think I'm 
catctling up. Faaar out!! I love you 
(platnnlcally of course) 
Me 
0,1dd:,O-
C.rouchos on first, Carson's on 
se<:ond, the thief Is on third. I think I 
should get a point Just for being so 
elev.,, cause I know I'm not getting 
any sleep: 
heat. You give us the shakes. 
Ellzabeth-
"Llsa Mom!" 










People llke you are not easily 
forgotten. Please drop by if you are 
ever In the neighborhood. 
11 307'' 
oearAmY· 
We hope you have lots .Jf fun 
Playing around with that monkey. 
Me and Goober 
RIDE NEEDED: 
To Greek Peak or Virgil area on 
Friday evening, Nov. 15th. Please.call 
Laura xs 18 
Ralph and Mesc. 
S,<ee!f• 
1, ,Happy Birthday, 2, Merry 
ChrlstT1as, 3, Get well soon, 4, 
Happ, Hanukah, 5, Have a good trip, 




From one V.W. to another. 
The Eggroll Express is Moving! 
Arrives at I.Cat 10:00 PM nitely. Call 




416 l:a,1 S1a1c S1r,·,·1. 
Ithaca. N.Y. l-lX50 
FON- .II.I. }'Ul'N 
PIU.\"/1.\'(; .\'f:'FJJ.\' 
"'' 7-_' 7::. -son 
BUY TRADE SELL!!! 
_ Love, 
. Soon to be 11 O again. !\LW A!VJJ USU) FURN/1'UH..I: 
Uebblc and Laurie, , 
We'll make that Carvel cake yet 
(can't wait for those crunchles!I) 
Love, 
7 more to !lOI 
Cash For _Your Items At. 
STATE .STIU-:ET BAltGAII\ iHHJSE 
. :'I)e Ithacan,_ Nov~~r 14, 1974,,Page 19 
. Our Lord's Temple, Church of God .. 
and Chrl1t presents a soul dinner, . 
Nov, 16. 10:30 AM tll sold out. 
LOCATION: 621 Hancock Street, 
·Ithaca. Menu: Chicken or 
Chltterlln!lf, potatoes, salad, mustard 
greens, corn bread and rice, pie o·r 
cake. Donations $2.50 
-o.ar Renee, Thanks for the bllnd 
l1111dlng. see you tonlte. 
Sunglasses 
Have an eggroll Inst.ad of a pizza! 
The EGGROLL EXPRESS arrives at 
IC at 10 PM nltely. Call and get your 
•munchies• order In! 
273-2240 
Your Ithaca Fish and 
Chips, Store features a 
taste-tempting choice of 
delicious golden fried chicken 
and succulent tender fish 
with chips. Try SlJme of each 
at your Ithaca Fish and Chips 
Store on Route I J across 
rrom Purity Ice Crear11. 
.. \ 
.·i'P' 
Salton Yogurt Maker 
reg. 11.95 9 95 
• 
Makes one quart of light, creamy Yogurt in 5 
individual cups. Yogurt is low in calories, 
high in ,nutrition and completely without 
additives or preservatives. Just take whole or 
skim milk and add your ·own natural fruits or 
spice flavorings ... and it can all be made tor 
much less than commercial Yogurt. 
HOUSEWARES, DOWNSTAIRS STORE 
...............................•• ~ 
:KOEHLER ¼, Kegs : 
: less than $9e00 ! 
! BLACK LABLE ½ Kegs f 
: less than- $15.51 : 
i BOB DIEMONDi 
* il 
* il 
-1 Soda & Beer i 
To thr kid, Hockey Puck, Klngsley, :+ il 
a11d the nouveau rlche, . 516 West State Street * Mu" thru S•t 9Jm,9pm .iun 12 6 il 
.\'Ve don't know what the story Is, ,t, New 1oc•tion ·n~•t ·1 0 Pur,ty ,co Crum il 
butltsve,yscoopythesedays.Crulse ltku:a.l\cwYork 14850 * 900NOPT~·MEAoow 2128414 ,tt 
on UJ> sometime, 1:an't you see •• take * il 
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PARTIES FOR FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES, DORMITORY -FLOORS, CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS - {\}/ . 
M« Y~D&~Y all tf--e drinks y:ucandrinkVvith .. ·. . ·: :ff 
/ Sirloin ~k,. t,Y. CUt . -. . . lif · 
/ n I ~1 · Ao/ all t~ drinks yru ~ drink \~ . ·· · f.f /1 
~ Roe& ·Prime Ribs of Beef· · , I . ·. , · . . . · · · · . . . 1!0f / f ·-JJ \ ~::hL Y all tt'e dro~nt OC'er, red Vv'lffi_CT !Drgro Vvilh · · ;f  )i/ 
/ S1rtoin Steak, NY. Cut . -Jfftf . 
J ......... . 
I THURS@&W all . tr'€ drot.ght tffi',. red wiffi. a ::orgrb · \Mlh · .l.101' 
" . I Pri. Ribs ~ Beef - . .-:-·.·:-·-·:-· . 
. - ltOaS· me · · uir ... · . · l#li· 
- ' 
------
. fR10A.Yall lt'e domp=gre 'PJ can drink vvi!h · 
1 Maine I obster .. 
. '. . }:ff} 
- . . 
.. 
. • 
